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THE SYMPLECTIC ARC ALGEBRA IS FORMAL
MOHAMMED ABOUZAID AND IVAN SMITH
Abstract. We prove a formality theorem for the Fukaya categories of the symplectic
manifolds underlying symplectic Khovanov cohomology, over fields of characteristic
zero. The key ingredient is the construction of a degree one Hochschild cohomology
class on a Floer A∞-algebra associated to the (k, k)-nilpotent slice Yk, obtained by
counting holomorphic discs which satisfy a suitable conormal condition at infinity in
a partial compactification Y¯k. The space Y¯k is obtained as the Hilbert scheme of a
partial compactification of the A2k−1-Milnor fibre. A sequel to this paper will prove
formality of the symplectic cup and cap bimodules, and infer that symplectic Khovanov
cohomology and Khovanov cohomology have the same total rank over characteristic
zero fields.
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1. Introduction
Khovanov cohomology associates to an oriented link κ ⊂ S3 a bigraded group Kh∗,∗(κ),
whose Euler characteristic
∑
i,j(−1)iqjrkQKhi,j(κ), suitably normalised, is the Jones
polynomial of κ. The invariant, which is defined via diagrammatic combinatorics [15]
or representation theory [16, 42], is interesting for several reasons. First, it is effec-
tive, in particular it distinguishes the unknot [19]; second, it is functorial under surface
cobordisms in R4, which gives rise to applications to four-dimensional topology [29]; and
third, it has a number of formal features in common with gauge theoretic and Floer
theoretic invariants in low-dimensional topology, which lead to comparison spectral se-
quences relating Khovanov cohomology and Heegaard Floer theory or instanton Floer
theory [27, 19]. In these papers Khovanov cohomology appears as an algebraic approx-
imation of a geometric invariant, rather than being given a geometric interpretation in
its own right.
Nonetheless, several geometric models of Khovanov cohomology have been proposed, and
in some cases proved [4]. An early such – symplectic Khovanov cohomology, denoted
henceforth Kh∗symp(κ) – gave rise to a singly graded link invariant defined using the
symplectic topology of certain spaces of matrices arising in Lie theory [36]. The purpose
of this paper and its sequel [2] is to revisit that construction, and to establish a proof
over Q of the conjectured relationship [36, Conjecture 2] of Kh∗symp(κ) to Khovanov
cohomology.
To state the results, we introduce some notation. Let Yk denote a transverse slice to
the adjoint quotient map χ : sl2k(C) → C2k−1 at a nilpotent matrix with two equal
Jordan blocks. Typical such slices are provided by the Jacobson-Morozov theorem; an
explicit slice better tailored to our needs, following [36], is given in Equation (5.1) below.
Being an affine variety, Yk inherits an exact Ka¨hler structure. Any crossingless matching
℘ of 2k points defines a Lagrangian submanifold (S2)k ∼= L℘ ⊂ Yk, depending up to
Hamiltonian isotopy only on the isotopy class of the matching, by an iterated vanishing
cycle construction recalled in Section 5.1. Considering the finitely many isotopy types
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of crossingless matchings contained in the upper half-plane, one obtains a distinguished
finite collection
⋃
℘ L℘ of Lagrangian submanifolds of Yk.
Each L℘ admits a Spin structure and grading in the sense of [33], hence defines an object
in the Fukaya category of Yk (whose objects are compact exact Lagrangian submanifolds
equipped with suitable brane data). Let F(Yk) denote the subcategory of the Fukaya
category of Yk with objects {L℘}. Essentially by definition, this is quasi-equivalent to
the A∞-algebra ⊕℘,℘′HF ∗(L℘, L℘′), which we call the symplectic arc algebra.
Theorem 1.1. Fix a coefficient field k of characteristic zero. The A∞-category F(Yk)
defined over k is formal, i.e. it is quasi-equivalent to its cohomological category equipped
with the A∞-structure in which all {µj}j 6=2 vanish identically.
The categories F(Yk) for different k are related by various canonical bimodules ∪i and
∩i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 2k − 1, defined by symplectic analogues of the cup and cap bimodules of
[16]. More precisely, there are Lagrangian correspondences Γi ⊂ Yk × Yk−1, the graphs
of co-isotropic vanishing cycles, which define bimodules via the quilt formalism of Mau,
Wehrheim and Woodward [46, 22]. Such correspondences play an implicit role in the
construction of the link invariant Khsymp(κ) in [36], and were further considered in the
work of Rezazadegan [30]. The sequel to this paper [2] proves that the bimodules ∪i and
∩i are themselves formal over any k of characteristic zero, and proves that the symplectic
arc algebra is isomorphic over Z to Khovanov’s diagrammatically defined arc algebra [15]
(the latter isomorphism over Z2 is the main result of [31]). These results together imply
that symplectic and combinatorial Khovanov cohomologies have the same total rank over
characteristic zero fields.
Theorem 1.1 is inferred from a general formality criterion for A∞-categories, Theorem
2.6, which we learned from Paul Seidel. The input for that criterion is a degree one
Hochschild cohomology class b ∈ HH1(F(Yk),F(Yk)) satisfying a certain purity condi-
tion; this class plays the role in our story of a “dilation” in symplectic cohomology, as
studied by Seidel and Solomon in [37]. The construction of such a Hochschild class,
which arises by counting holomorphic curves in a partial compactification of Yk satis-
fying a conormal-type condition at infinity, is first carried out in some generality, see
Section 3, although the crucial purity condition seems hard to establish without appeal
to specific geometric features of our situation.
Outline of the paper. Section 2 contains algebraic background and the abstract for-
mality results. Section 3 explains a general mechanism for building degree one Hochschild
cocycles from partial compactifications, and Section 4 applies this machinery in the model
case of the Milnor fibre of the An-singularity. Sections 5 recalls the spaces Yk and their
embeddings into Hilbert schemes, introduces the Lagrangians L℘, and makes a prelimi-
nary investigation of the Floer product in the symplectic arc algebra. Section 6 studies
the holomorphic curve theory of the Hilbert scheme of the Milnor fibre, constructs the
required Hochschild cocycle, and establishes Theorem 1.1.
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Conventions. When discussing categorical constructions (for instance the Fukaya cat-
egory, its Hochschild cohomology, etc) we work over a coefficient field k. At certain
points, it will be essential to specialise to the case in which k has characteristic zero, but
for clarity we impose that hypothesis only when required.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Paul Seidel for helpful suggestions concerning
this project, over many years and related to numerous different strategies. Conversations
with Sabin Cautis, Ciprian Manolescu, and Catharina Stroppel were also influential. We
would finally like to thank the referee for their useful comments.
2. Formality results
Let A be a Z-graded A∞-algebra over k, equipped with A∞ products
(2.1) µdA : A
⊗d → A, 1 ≤ d
of degree 2− d. The first two operations satisfy the Leibniz equation1:
(2.2) µ1A(µ
2
A(a2, a1)) + µ
2
A(a2, µ
1
A(a1)) + (−1)|a1|−1µ2A(µ1A(a2), a1) = 0.
The cohomology groups with respect to µ1A, denoted A = H(A), naturally form an
A∞-algebra for which all operations vanish except the product, which is induced by µ2A.
Definition 2.1. A is formal if it is quasi-isomorphic to A.
This section formulates and proves a necessary and sufficient condition for the formality
of an A∞-algebra, due to Paul Seidel, in terms of the existence of a particular kind of
degree one Hochschild cohomology class.
Remark 2.2. The quintessential result about formality is [5] which proves that the de
Rham cochains of a Ka¨hler manifold are formal as a commutative dg-algebra. While we
use a more abstract language, the notion of bigrading plays an essential role both in the
formality criterion that we prove and in the classical result of [5].
2.1. Formality for algebras. Recall the Hochschild cochain complex has chain groups
(2.3) CCd(A,A) =
∏
s≥0
Homd(A[1]
⊗s,A),
where A[1] is the graded vector space obtained by shifting the degree of all elements of
A down by 1, i.e. equipping them with the reduced degree, and Homd is the space of
k-linear maps of degree d.
1Our sign conventions follow those of Seidel in [35]: elements of A are equipped with the reduced
degree ||a|| = |a| − 1, and operators act on the right.
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There is a convolution operation
(2.4) (σ ◦ τ)d(ad, . . . , a1) =
∑
i,j
(−1)(|τ |−1)†iσd−j+1(ad, . . . , τ j(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), ai, . . . , a1)
where we use the standing notation
(2.5) †i =
i∑
k=1
(|ak| − 1).
The A∞-structure operations µA = {µkA}k≥1 define an element
(2.6) µA ∈ CC2(A,A),
and the A∞ equation which specialises to Equation (2.2) when all higher products
{µkA}k≥3 vanish is
(2.7) µA ◦ µA = 0.
The Hochschild cohomology ofA, denotedHH∗(A,A) is the cohomology of the Hochschild
cochain complex (2.3) with respect to the differential:
δ : CCd−1(A,A)→ CCd(A,A)(2.8)
(δσ)d(ad, . . . , a1) =
∑
i,j
(−1)(|σ|−1)†iµd−j+1A (ad, . . . , σj(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), . . . , a1)(2.9)
+
∑
i,j
(−1)|σ|+†iσd−j+1(ad, . . . , µjA(ai+j , . . . , ai+1), . . . , a1).
Specialising further to the case when A is a graded algebra, i.e. when all operations
vanish except for µ2A, and denoting this product by concatenation, we obtain, up to a
change in sign conventions, the usual definition of the Hochschild differential for graded
algebras:
(2.10)
(δφ)d(ad, . . . , a1) = adφ
d−1(ad−1, . . . , a1) + (−1)(|φ|−1)†1φd−1(aj , . . . , a2)a1
+
∑
i
(−1)|φ|+†iφd−1(ad, . . . , ai+2ai+1, . . . , a1).
Definition 2.3. An nc-vector field is a cocycle b ∈ CC1(A,A).
Remark 2.4. In the definition, nc stands for non-commutative. The terminology is
motivated by the following example: if A is an A∞-refinement of the category of coherent
sheaves on a smooth algebraic variety, then algebraic vector fields on the underlying space
(i.e. sections of the tangent bundle) give rise to elements of HH1(A,A).
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On a graded algebra, we have a canonical nc-vector field called the Euler vector field,
which multiplies the graded piece Ai ⊂ A of A by i:
(2.11) e : Ai → Ai, a 7→ i · a.
The fact that multiplication preserves the grading
(2.12) |a2a1| = |a2|+ |a1|
implies via Equation 2.10 that e ∈ CC1(A,A) is a cocycle, hence defines a class in
HH1(A,A) (which has no constant or higher order2 terms).
We shall presently see that the presence of an nc-vector field that induces the Euler
vector field on cohomology characterises formal algebras. To state the result precisely,
note that there is a natural projection of cochain complexes
CC∗(A,A)→ A(2.13)
b 7→ b0(2.14)
induced by taking the order-0 part of a Hochschild cochain. Given an element of the
kernel of this map, the first order part
(2.15) b1 : A→ A
is a chain map, and hence defines an endomorphism of A.
Definition 2.5. An nc-vector field b ∈ CC1(A,A) is pure if b0 = 0, and the induced
endomorphism of A agrees with the Euler vector field.
If A admits a pure vector field, in a minor abuse of notation we say that A itself is pure.
We learned the following from Paul Seidel; this is the key result which requires that the
field have characteristic zero.
Theorem 2.6 (Seidel). Suppose k has characteristic zero. An A∞-algebra A over k is
pure if and only if it is formal.
One direction holds trivially, since the Euler vector field itself defines a pure vector field
on an ordinary algebra. To show that purity implies formality, we begin by noting that
both properties are invariant under quasi-isomorphisms. In particular, it suffices to prove
the result for a minimal A∞-algebra, i.e. one for which µ1A vanishes. In this case, we
have an isomorphism A ' A of graded vector spaces, but we view A as carrying its full
A∞-structure and A as carrying only the multiplication µ2A.
It is useful at this stage to recall that a formal diffeomorphism is a (collection of) map(s)
(2.16) Φ = {Φd} :
⊕
1≤d
Ad → A
2We use “order” to refer to the arity, i.e. number of inputs, to a multilinear map which is part of a
Hochschild cochain.
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which is arbitrary subject to the constraint that Φ1 : A → A be an isomorphism. As
discussed in [35, Section 1c], there is a unique A∞-structure AΦ on the vector space A
such that Φ defines an A∞-homomorphism from A to AΦ. The higher products which
comprise AΦ are obtained by recursively solving the A∞-equation for a functor. For a
minimal A∞ algebra, formality is equivalent to the existence of a formal diffeomorphism,
whose linear term is the identity, such that all higher products on AΦ vanish.
The construction of the required formal diffeomorphism will be done by induction on the
order of vanishing of the higher products on A. To this end, we introduce the notion of
a minimal algebra which is formal to order k, i.e. such that
(2.17) µdA = 0 for 2 < d ≤ k,
and a pure nc-vector field b ∈ CC1(A,A) which is linear to order k − 1, meaning that
(2.18) bi = 0 for 1 < i ≤ k − 1.
Lemma 2.7. Suppose char(k) = 0. If (A, b) is a pair consisting of a minimal algebra
and a pure nc-vector field which are respectively formal to order k and linear to order
k − 1, there is a formal diffeomorphism Φ which agrees with the identity to order k − 1
such that AΦ is formal to order k + 1.
Proof. We define Φ by the formula
(2.19) Φ1 = Id; Φk =
bk
1− k ; Φ
d = 0 for d 6= 1, k.
We shall now prove that this choice ensures that AΦ is formal to order k + 1. Consider
the equation δb = 0 ∈ CC2(A,A), and recall that the cocycle b has graded degree |b| = 1.
The condition that (δb)k+1(ak+1, . . . , a1) = 0 reads as follows (for simplicity we write
multiplication by ·):
(2.20)
ak+1 · bk(ak, . . . , a1) + bk(ak+1, . . . , a2) · a1 +
∑
i
µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , b
1(ai), ai−1, . . . , a1)
−
∑
(−1)†ibk(ak+1, . . . , ai+2 · ai+1, . . . , a1)− b1(µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , a1)) = 0.
Moreover, we know that b1 co-incides with the Euler vector field, and
(2.21) |µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , a1)| = 1− k +
∑
|ai|
Therefore, the total coefficient of µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , a1) in Equation (2.20) is equal to k−1,
and we conclude that
(2.22) ak+1 · bk(ak, . . . , a1) + bk(ak+1, . . . , a2) · a1
−
∑
(−1)†ibk(ak+1, . . . , ai+2 ·ai+1, . . . , a1)+(k−1)µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , ai, ai−1, . . . , a1) = 0.
We shall use this relation to prove that the (k + 1)st higher product on AΦ vanishes.
The lowest order non-trivial condition that Φ defines an A∞-functor A→ AΦ gives the
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equation
(2.23)
ak+1 · Φk(ak, . . . , a1) + Φk(ak+1, . . . , a2) · a1 + µk+1AΦ (ak+1, . . . , a1)
−
∑
(−1)†iΦk(ak+1, . . . , ai+2 · ai+1, . . . , a1)− µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , a1) = 0.
We have used the fact that the multiplication is the same · in both A and AΦ and that
Φ1 = id. In particular, µk+1AΦ (ak+1, . . . , a1) vanishes if and only if
(2.24)
ak+1 · Φk(ak, . . . , a1) + Φk(ak+1, . . . , a2) · a1
−
∑
(−1)†iΦk(ak+1, . . . , ai+1 · ai, . . . , a1)− µk+1A (ak+1, . . . , a1) = 0.
The choice Φk = bk/(1 − k) exactly guarantees that this is true, as a consequence of
Equation (2.22).
Finally, note that the choice of Φi for i ≤ k in (2.19) ensures that the A∞-structure
AΦ agrees with the given structure A up to order k. We deduce that the products µ
j
AΦ
vanish for j < k+1 as well as for j = k+1, hence AΦ is indeed formal to order k+1. 
The next step in the induction procedure is to show that AΦ is naturally equipped with
an nc-vector field which is linear to order k. To do this, we use the fact that an A∞-
quasi-isomorphism is always invertible [35, Corollary 1.14]. Applying this to Φ : A→ AΦ
gives a functor
(2.25) Ψ : AΦ → A
which for general reasons has the feature that
(2.26) Ψ1 = Id; Ψi = 0 for 2 ≤ i < k; Ψk = −Φk.
There are now maps
(2.27) CC∗(A,A) Φ−→ CC∗(A,AΦ) Ψ−→ CC∗(AΦ,AΦ),
where the middle term is the Hochschild complex of A with coefficients in the bimodule
AΦ induced by the functor Φ (see [14, Section 2.9] for background on the Hochschild
complex with coefficients in a bimodule). Explicitly, the maps are given by
(Φ(φ))k(ak, . . . , a1) =
∑
i,b
(−1)(|φ|−1)·†iΦk−i(ak, . . . , ak+b+1, φi(ab+i, . . . , ab), ab−1, . . . , a1)
(Ψ(ψ))k(ak, . . . , a1) =
∑
i1+···+is=k
ψs(Ψi1(ak, . . . , ak−i1), . . . ,Ψ
is(ais , . . . , a1))
We define bΦ ∈ CC1(AΦ,AΦ) to be the image of b. The proof that this satisfies the
required conditions, i.e. that it agrees with the Euler field to order k, is an easy explicit
computation left to the reader; the non-trivial fact bkΦ = 0 follows from Φ
k = −Ψk.
Lemma 2.8. If A, b, and AΦ are as in Lemma 2.7, bΦ is a pure nc-vector field which is
linear to order k. 
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To apply these results, we recall the definition of a composition of formal diffeomorphisms
(2.28) (Φ ◦Ψ)d(ad, . . . , a1) =
∑
i, j1+···+ji=d
Φi(Ψj1(ad, . . . , ad−j1+1), . . . ,Ψ
ji(aji , . . . , a1)).
We can now give the proof of Seidel’s formality criterion.
Proof of Theorem 2.6. By assumption, we are given an algebra which is formal to order
2, and an nc-vector field which agrees with the Euler vector field to order 1. This
corresponds to the base case k = 2 of our inductive procedure. Lemmata 2.7 and 2.8
provide us with sequences (Ak, bk) of algebras formal to order k and vector fields linear to
order k−1, together with formal diffeomorphisms Φk+1 on A such that Ak+1 is obtained
by applying Φk+1 to Ak.
We shall define a formal diffeomorphism as an infinite composition of diffeomorphisms
Φk. To see that this is well defined, consider (ak, . . . , a1) ∈ A⊗k. Since Φk agrees with
the identity to order k, we find that
(2.29) (Φj ◦ · · · ◦ Φ3)k (ak, . . . , a1) = (Φk ◦ · · · ◦ Φ3)k (ak, . . . , a1)
whenever j ≥ k. The infinite composition
(2.30) Φ = · · ·Φk+1 ◦ Φk ◦ Φk−1 · · · ◦ Φ3
is therefore well defined. Moreover, Equation (2.29) implies that the higher products on
AΦ agree up to order k with the higher products on Ak. Since k is arbitrary, we conclude
that all higher products on AΦ vanish, hence that A is formal. 
Remark 2.9. Our proof in fact provides us with the following slightly sharper statement:
if b defines a pure structure on an A∞-algebra A over a characteristic zero field, then
there is an A∞-equivalence A→ A which maps b to the Euler vector field.
2.2. Formality for categories. Theorem 2.6 has an obvious generalisation to A∞-
categories rather than A∞-algebras. First, the Hochschild complex of an A∞-category
is defined exactly analogously to the case for algebras, using chains of composable mor-
phisms. Thus, HH∗(A,A) is computed by a chain complex CC∗(A,A) for which a degree
r cochain is a sequence (hd)d≥0 of collections of linear maps
hd(X1,...,Xd+1) :
1⊗
i=d
homA(Xi, Xi+1)→ homA(X1, Xd+1)[r − d]
for each (X1, . . . , Xd+1) ∈ Ob (A)d+1. The differential is the obvious analogue of (2.8),
but where the inputs are now composable sequences of morphisms in A.
Suppose then A is an A∞-category and fix an nc-vector field b ∈ CC1(A,A) on A. The
constant term b0 of b defines a cocycle b0|L ∈ hom1A(L,L) for every object L ∈ ObA.
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The straightforward generalisation of the assumption that Φ(b) = 0 in Definition 2.5 is
to require that b0|L vanish. It is convenient to consider a slightly more general setup:
Definition 2.10. An (infinitesimally) equivariant object is a pair (L, c), with L ∈ ObA
and c ∈ hom0A(L,L), with dc = b0|L.
Remark 2.11. The intuition, compare to Remark 2.4, is that the vector field b integrates
to a flow, and the condition we have written corresponds to being a fixed point. Since
we shall not consider any other notion of equivariant object in this paper, we shall often
elide “infinitesimally” from our terminology.
There is a natural notion of equivalence for equivariant objects, in which two choices of
c which differ by a degree zero cocycle are regarded as equivalent. For a given L, the
obstruction to the existence of any suitable c is given by [b0|L] ∈ H1(homA(L,L)), and
the set of choices when this vanishes forms an affine space over H0(homA(L,L)).
Given two infinitesimally equivariant objects (L, cL) and (L
′, cL′), there is a distinguished
endomorphism of H∗(homA(L,L′)) induced by the linear part b1 of b ∈ CC1(A,A). Be-
cause we have not assumed that b0 vanishes, b1 is not necessarily a chain map. However,
the endomorphism of homA(L,L
′) defined by the equation
(2.31) Φ: φ 7→ b1(φ)− µ2(cL, φ) + µ2(φ, cL′)
is a chain map, and descends to cohomology (preserving the cohomological degree). In
particular, one can then decompose H∗(homA(L,L′)) into the generalised eigenspaces
of (2.31), which gives an additional “grading” of this group, which we shall call the
weight and denote by wt. That grading depends only on the equivalence class of the
equivariant structures on L and L′. A priori, the weight grading is indexed by elements
of the algebraic closure k¯ of the coefficient field.
For later use, we record some general properties of these weight gradings. Consider
equivariant objects (L, cL), (L
′, cL′) for a vector field b ∈ CC1(A,A).
Lemma 2.12. Suppose that H0(homA(L,L)) and H
0(homA(L
′, L′)) both have rank one,
and fix the unique k-linear identifications of these groups with the ground field that map
the unit in H0(homA(L,L)) resp. H
0(homA(L
′, L′)) to 1 ∈ k. Then:
(1) The endomorphism (2.31) is a derivation.
(2) A change in equivariant structures changes the weights by a shift:
(2.32) Φ(L,cL),(L′,cL′ ) = Φ(L,cL+s),(L′,cL′+s′) + (s− s′)id
for any s, s′ ∈ k.
(3) The weights on H∗(homA(L,L)) are independent of the choice of equivariant
structure cL on L.
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Proof. The first statement follows from the cocycle condition for b. The second statement
follows from the definition (2.31), and in turn implies the third statement. 
Since H0(homA(L,L)) ∼= k has rank one, it is generated by the identity endomor-
phism of L. The fact that (2.31) is a derivation thus implies that it acts by zero on
H0(homA(L,L)), and is furthermore compatible with product structures, meaning that
if α and β are of pure weight (live in single generalised eigenspaces), then
(2.33) wt(µ2A(α, β)) = wt(α) + wt(β).
See [37], Remark 4.4, Equation (4.9) and Corollary 4.6 for the corresponding statements
for dilations in symplectic cohomology.
We say the category admits a pure vector field (“is pure”) if there is some b ∈ CC1(A,A),
and lifts of all objects to infinitesimally equivariant objects, in such a way that the above
endomorphism Φ agrees with the Euler vector field for every pair of objects. Generalising
the case of algebras, we obtain the following result:
Corollary 2.13. Suppose k has characteristic zero. If A is pure, then A is formal.
Proof. Note that the assumptions are invariant under quasi-isomorphisms, so it suffices
to prove the result in the case when A is minimal and strictly unital, since every A∞-
category is quasi-isomorphic to one which is minimal and strictly unital by [35, Lemma
2.1]. In this case, b0 vanishes, and we may define a new vector field
b˜1|homA(L,L′) = b1 − µ2(cL, ) + µ2( , cL′)(2.34)
b˜d = bd if d 6= 1.(2.35)
Since A is minimal, and both H0(homA(L,L)) and H
0(homA(L
′, L′)) have rank one by
assumption, cL and cL′ are each multiples of the corresponding units. The assumption
that A is strictly unital implies that b˜ is a cocycle. By construction, b˜1 agrees with the
Euler vector field on all morphism spaces; the reader may now easily repeat the argument
we gave for algebras to prove the formality of A. 
3. Geometry generalities
This section abstracts the particular features of the geometric situation encountered
later which enable us to define an nc-vector field on an exact Fukaya category F(M)
via counting discs in a partial compactification. This geometric set-up is by no means
the most general possible. In Section 4 we shall apply this construction when M is the
complex two-dimensional A2k−1-Milnor fibre, whilst the case M = Yk, viewed as an open
subset of Hilb[k](A2k−1), is covered in Section 6. At the start of each of Sections 4 and
6 we present a short dictionary for comparison with the notation and hypotheses of this
section.
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3.1. Set-up. We begin with a smooth projective variety M¯ of complex dimension n,
equipped with a triple of reduced (not necessarily smooth or irreducible) effective divisors
D0, D∞, Dr. We denote by M¯ the symplectic manifold obtained by removing D∞ from
M¯ , and by M the symplectic manifold obtained by removing the three divisors from M¯ .
When the meaning is clear from context, we shall sometimes write D0 for D0 ∩ M¯ and
Dr for Dr ∩ M¯ . We assume:
Hypothesis 3.1.
the union D0 ∪ D∞ ∪ Dr supports an ample divisor D with strictly
positive coefficients of each of D0, D∞, Dr.
(3.1)
D∞ is nef (or, at least, non-negative on rational curves).(3.2)
M¯ admits a meromorphic volume form η which is non-vanishing in M ,
holomorphic along Dr ∩ M¯ , and with simple poles along D0 ∩ M¯ .(3.3)
Each irreducible component of the divisor D0 ∩ M¯ moves in M¯ , with
base locus containing no rational curves.
(3.4)
Let D′0 ⊂ M¯ be a divisor linearly equivalent to and sharing no irreducible component
with D0, and B0 = D0 ∩D′0, which is then a subvariety of M¯ of complex codimension 2.
Fix a Ka¨hler form ωM¯ in the cohomology class Poincare´ dual to D. Ampleness implies
that M is an affine variety, in particular an exact symplectic manifold which can be
completed to a Stein manifold of finite type, modelled on the symplectization of a contact
manifold near infinity. We will denote by λ a primitive of the symplectic form ωM given
by restricting ωM¯ to M , so dλ = ωM . By the third assumption above, M has vanishing
first Chern class.
The assumption that each irreducible component of D0 moves in M¯ is not essential, but
simplifies some of the arguments, cf. Remark 3.22 for an indication of how to proceed
otherwise.
We shall write J for the natural complex structure on M¯ , M¯ , and M .
Lemma 3.2. Let C ⊂ M¯ be the image of a non-constant rational curve u : P1 → M¯ .
(1) The intersection number 〈D0, C〉 is non-negative, and agrees with the Chern num-
ber 〈c1(M¯), C〉.
(2) If C ∩D0 6= ∅, then 〈c1(M¯), C〉 > 0 is strictly positive.
(3) If 〈c1(M¯), C〉 = 0, then C intersects Dr strictly positively.
Proof. Since D0∩M¯ moves, and the base locus of that linear system contains no rational
curves, we can suppose that C is not completely contained in D0. Then 〈c1(M¯), C〉 =
〈D0, C〉 ≥ 0, with equality only if C ∩D0 = ∅. In the latter case, since D is ample and
C is disjoint from D∞, Dr meets C strictly positively, giving the final conclusion. 
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3.2. The Fukaya category. Denote by F(M) the Fukaya category of M . We shall work
within the setting of [35] to obtain a Z-graded category over an arbitrary characteristic
field k. To start, fix a (typically finite) collection L of Lagrangians which we require
to be exact, closed, and disjoint from a neighbourhood νD of D that contains D′0. We
equip the elements of L with brane data comprising an orientation, a Spin structure
and a grading with respect to the complex volume form η. There is a minor difference
with [35]: we ensure compactness of moduli spaces of curves in M by using positivity of
intersection in M¯ , rather than the maximum principle (see Lemma 3.3 below).
Given a pair (L0, L1) of Lagrangians, we choose a compactly supported Hamiltonian
(3.5) HL0,L1 : [0, 1]×M → R
whose time-1 Hamiltonian flow maps L0 to a Lagrangian that is transverse to L1. Let
X(L0, L1) denote the set of intersection points of the time-1 image of L0 and L1, and
define
(3.6) CF ∗(L0, L1) ≡
⊕
x∈X(L0,L1)
ox
where ox is a 1-dimensional k-vector space associated to x by index theory, see [35,
Section 11h]. The differential in CF ∗(L0, L1) counts rigid Floer trajectories with respect
to J , and we assume that HL0,L1 is chosen generically so that these moduli spaces are
regular, see [9].
To define the A∞-structure, for k ≥ 2 let Rk+1 denote the moduli space of discs with
k + 1 punctures on the boundary; we fix a distinguished puncture p0, and order the
remainder {p1, . . . , pk} counter-clockwise along the boundary. As in Section (9g) of [35],
we choose families of strip-like ends for all punctures, i.e. denoting
(3.7) Z− = (−∞, 0]× [0, 1] and Z+ = [0,∞)× [0, 1]
we choose, for each surface Σ representing a point in Rk+1, conformal embeddings of
punctured half-strips
(3.8) 0 : Z− → Σ, i : Z+ → Σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ k
which take ∂Z± into ∂Σ, and which converge at the end to the punctures pi.
Given a sequence (L0, . . . , Lk) of objects we choose inhomogeneous data on the space of
maps parametrised by the universal curve over Rk+1. Given a curve Σ representing an
element of Rk+1 and a point z ∈ Σ, this datum consists of a map
(3.9) K : TzΣ→ C∞ct (M,R)
subject to the constraint that the pullback of K under i agrees with HLi−1,Lidt.
Having fixed these choices, K defines a 1-form on Σ valued in the space of vector fields
on M , obtained by taking the Hamiltonian vector field associated to a function on M :
(3.10) Y (ξ) = XK(ξ).
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We obtain a pseudo-holomorphic curve equation:
(3.11) J (du(ξ)− Y (ξ)) = du(jξ)− Y (jξ),
on the space of maps
(3.12) u : Σ→M
with the property that the image of the segment along the boundary from pi−1 to pi lies
in Li. We denote by
(3.13) Rk+1(M |x0;xk, · · · , x1)
the space of such solutions which have finite energy, and converge to xi along the end i.
Lemma 3.3. All elements of Rk+1(M |x0;xk, · · · , x1) have image contained in a fixed
compact subset of M .
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that this is not true. Considering such maps as pseudo-
holomorphic discs in M¯ ; Gromov compactness implies the existence of a configuration
of discs and rational curves which intersects one of the divisors at infinity, but such that
the total configuration has trivial intersection number with D. We shall show that this
is impossible.
Since all Lagrangians are disjoint from D, any disc component in the limit has non-
negative intersection number with D since the coefficients of that divisor are positive by
Hypothesis (3.1). On the other hand, ampleness implies that the intersection number of
any sphere component with D is non-negative, and vanishes only if the sphere is constant.
We conclude that there are no sphere components, and that all disc components are
disjoint from D, yielding the desired contradiction. 
This result implies that the Gromov-Floer construction produces a compactification of
Rk+1(M |x0;xk, · · · , x1) consisting only of stable discs mapping to M (recall that M is
exact, so such discs have no sphere components). Standard regularity results imply that,
for generic data, this space is a smooth manifold of dimension
(3.14) k − 2 + deg(x0)−
k∑
i=1
deg(xi).
In particular, whenever the above expression vanishes, the signed count of elements of
the moduli space Rk+1(M |x0;xk, . . . , x1) defines a map:
(3.15) oxk ⊗ · · · ⊗ ox1 → ox0 .
which is canonical up to a choice of orientation of the Stasheff associahedron. Let ∆
denote the unit disc in C. We follow the conventions of Section (12g) of [35], and orient
the moduli space of discs by fixing the positions of p0, p1, and p2 on the boundary, and
using the corresponding identification of the interior of Rk+1 with an open subset of
(∂∆)k−2, which is naturally oriented.
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By definition, (3.15), twisted by a sign whose parity is
∑k
i=1 i deg xi, defines the ox0-
component of the restriction of the A∞-operation µkF(M) to
(3.16) oxk ⊗ · · · ⊗ ox1 ⊂ CF ∗(Lk−1, Lk)⊗ · · · ⊗ CF ∗(L0, L1)→ CF ∗(L0, Lk).
3.3. A Gromov-Witten invariant. Let A ∈ H2(M¯ ;Z) be a 2-dimensional homology
class, with the property that
(3.17) 〈A,Dr〉 = 0 and 〈A,D0〉 = 1.
Consider the moduli space of stable rational curves in M¯ with one marked point
(3.18) M1(M¯ |1) =
∐
A∈H2(M¯ ;Z)
Condition (3.17) holds
M1;A(M¯)
which can be decomposed according to the homology class A ∈ H2(M¯ ;Z) represented
by each element. Recall that this is the Deligne-Mumford partial compactification of the
quotient of the space of holomorphic maps P1 → M¯ by the subgroup of automorphisms
of P1 preserving the point 1 ∈ P1. (It may be worth emphasising that the Deligne-
Mumford space is only a partial compactification since M¯ itself is not compact.) There
is a natural evaluation map
(3.19) ev1 : M1(M¯ |1)→ M¯.
Lemma 3.4. Equation (3.19) defines a proper map.
Proof. Consider the moduli space of M1(M¯ |1) of rational curves in homology classes A
satisfying
(3.20) 〈A,Dr〉 = 0, 〈A,D∞〉 = 0, and 〈A,D0〉 = 1.
These constraints fix the energy of any curve in M1(M¯ |1), so that this moduli space is
compact. The evaluation map extends to a map
(3.21) e¯v1 : M1(M¯ |1)→ M¯.
Given a point p ∈ M¯ , we claim that e¯v−11 (p) = ev−11 (p). Indeed, the condition that a
stable curve u pass through p implies that it cannot lie entirely within D∞. Since this
divisor is nef, we conclude that every component of the image of u is disjoint from D∞.
It follows that ev−11 (p) is compact. 
Recall that the virtual complex dimension of M1;A(M¯ |1) is
(3.22) n+ c1(A)− dimC(Aut(P1, 1)) = n− 1,
where Aut(P1, 1) is the 2-dimensional group of Mo¨bius transformations fixing the point
1 ∈ P1. To simplify the discussion, we impose the following assumption. A holomorphic
curve u is regular if the linearisation of the Cauchy-Riemann equation defines a surjective
operator at the point u. Classical methods achieve regularity away from curves with
multiply covered components. In our setting, any such components of a stable curve in
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class A have vanishing Chern number. Indeed, we consider classes A with 〈A,D0〉 = 1;
intersections with D0 are non-negative for each component of a stable curve, by the first
part of Lemma 3.2, so a multiply covered component must be disjoint from D0 or it
would contribute at least its multiplicity to the intersection number. The first part of
Lemma 3.2 then implies that the Chern number of the multiply covered component is
zero, and the last part of Lemma 3.2 in turn implies that the component meets Dr.
Hypothesis 3.5. There is a subvariety Br ⊂ M¯ of complex codimension 2 such that any
element of ev−11 (M¯ \Br) is regular and has image disjoint from Dr.
By assumption, ev1M1(M¯ |1) is an algebraic subscheme of complex codimension 1, hence
admits a well-defined class in the second cohomology of M¯ . It is technically convenient
to use Poincare´ duality to define this class: the image of the set of non-regular points is a
subvariety contained in Br, which by assumption has real codimension 2 in ev1M1(M¯ |1).
We can therefore pick a triangulation of ev1M1(M¯ |1) so that the interior of all cells of
codimension 0 and 1 are contained in the complement of Br. The (weighted) sum of all
top-dimensional simplices defines a fundamental class
(3.23) [ev1M1(M¯ |1)] ∈ C lf2n−2(M¯ ;Z),
where C lf∗ (M¯ ;Z) are the locally finite (also known as Borel-Moore) chains of M¯ ; the el-
ements of this complex are (possibly) infinite linear combinations of simplices satisfying
the property that each compact subset intersects the image of only finitely many sim-
plices. This complex is quasi-isomorphic to the cochains of M¯ . Using the isomorphism
(3.24) H lf2n−2(M¯ ;Z) ∼= H2(M¯ ;Z),
we conclude:
Lemma 3.6. The evaluation image gives a well defined class
(3.25) GW1 ≡ [ev1M1(M¯ |1)] ∈ H2(M¯ ;Z).

Remark 3.7. Hypothesis 3.5 is restrictive because we have fixed the almost complex
structure J throughout the discussion. Transversality and smoothness for the space of
maps from P1 to M¯ follows by standard methods, see [23], since the assumption 〈A,D0〉 =
1 implies that no holomorphic curve in class A can be multiply covered. However, there
may be configurations in M1(M¯ |1) which have some multiply covered components, and
the definition of the fundamental class in this situation would a priori require more
sophisticated techniques. Hypothesis 3.5 allows us to bypass this problem.
3.4. Infinitesimally equivariant Lagrangians. We now add another two hypotheses
on the ambient geometry:
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Hypothesis 3.8.
GW1 =
∑
A
GW1;A|M = 0 ∈ H2(M ;Z);(3.26)
B0 is homologous to a cycle supported on the union (D0 ∩Dr)∪Dsing0 ,
where Dsing0 denotes the singular locus of D0.
(3.27)
The second hypothesis above can be stated more precisely in terms of locally finite
homology: triangulating B0 yields a fundamental class
(3.28) [B0] ∈ C lf2n−2(D0, (D0 ∩Dr) ∪Dsing0 ;Z).
obtained by taking the image of the fundamental class in C lf2n−2(D0;Z) under the natural
projection map.
Appealing to Hypothesis 3.8, we can therefore fix a cochain fix cochains
β0 ∈ C lf2n−3(D0, (D0 ∩Dr) ∪Dsing0 ;Z)(3.29)
∂(β0) = [B0],(3.30)
as well as a cochain
gw1 ∈ C lf2n−1(M¯ ;Z)(3.31)
∂(gw1) = GW1.(3.32)
Next, we consider the moduli space
(3.33) R12(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L)
of maps from a disc to M¯ with 2 interior marked points denoted (z0, z1) and one boundary
marked point, with boundary mapping to L, and intersection number 1 with D0 and 0
with Dr. There is a unique way to identify the domain with the standard unit disc
∆ ⊂ C, in such a way that the first interior marked point maps to 0, and the boundary
marked point maps to 1. The position of the second marked point, together with the
evaluation maps at the two interior points, defines a map
(3.34) R12(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L)→ ∆× M¯ × M¯.
We define
(3.35) R1(0,1)(L) ⊂ R12(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L)
to be the inverse image of
(3.36) (0, 1)×D0 ×D′0
under the evaluation map in Equation (3.34). A typical representative of this moduli
space is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. A representative of R1(0,1)(L), with boundary in L, • mapping
to D0 and × mapping to D′0.
We shall be interested in describing the boundary of R1(0,1)(L). To this end, we introduce
the moduli space
(3.37) R11(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L)
of discs in M¯ with boundary on L and one interior and one boundary marked point, with
intersection numbers (1, 0) with (D0, Dr); this has a natural map R
1
1(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L)→ M¯
via evaluation at the interior marked point. If the inhomogeneous data for the Floer
equation are chosen generically in a relatively compact open subset of M¯ with closure
disjoint from D, then the moduli spaces R1(0,1)(L), R
1
1(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L) considered above, and
the evaluation maps from these moduli spaces to M¯ , are C1-smooth; for generic Floer
data the evaluation maps can moreover be assumed transverse to any fixed finite set of
smooth maps representing locally finite cycles in M¯ . With that understood, we impose
the following additional Hypothesis on the Lagrangian submanifold L.
Hypothesis 3.9.
Br is disjoint from L.(3.38)
The moduli spaces of discs R1(0,1)(L), R
1
1(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L) ×M¯ B0, and of
spheres M1(M¯ |1)×M¯ L, are each transverse fibre products.
(3.39)
Every disc in M¯ whose intersection number with D0 vanishes and whose
boundary lies on L is constant.
(3.40)
The first condition makes the transversality of M1(M¯ |1)×M¯ L unambiguous, but can be
weakened to the requirement that the evaluation map from the moduli space of discs on
L with one interior marked point is transverse to Br. The second set of conditions allows
us to avoid using virtual perturbations even whilst fixing the almost complex structure;
it could be weakened by choosing domain dependent inhomogeneous perturbations. In
order to remove the last condition, we would need to use multivalued perturbations.
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Lemma 3.10. The Gromov compactification R¯1(0,1)(L) is a manifold of dimension n− 1
with boundary strata:
M1(M¯ |1)×M¯ L(3.41)
B0 ×M¯ R11(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L).(3.42)
Proof. There are three cases to consider: (i) z1 → 1 (ii) z1 ∈ (0, 1), and (iii) z1 → 0, cf.
Figure 3. We shall show that only the last possibility can define non-trivial strata.
Case (i): The domain has two disc components, each carrying an interior marked
point, mapping respectively to (the homologous locally finite cycles) D0 and D
′
0. Since
any other component intersects D0 non-negatively by Lemma 3.2, we conclude that
the intersection number with D0 is ≥ 2, contradicting the original assumption that the
intersection number is 1.
Case (ii): Since z1 6= 0, the principal disc component of the stable map meets D0, hence
has Maslov index 2, which implies that any rational component has Maslov index zero
since the total intersection number with D0 is 1. We conclude that all rational curve
components of the image meet Dr strictly positively by Lemma 3.2. Since the total
intersection number with Dr vanishes by assumption, positivity of intersection again
implies that all components other than the one containing the interior marked points
are discs with image inside M . Since L is exact in M , there are no such discs, and we
conclude that there are no boundary strata corresponding to Case (ii).
Finally, we analyse the more delicate case z1 → 0. As above, there can be only one
component with non-vanishing intersection number with D0.
Case (iii a): If this component is a disc, then all rational curve components have van-
ishing Maslov index. Since such curves have positive intersection number with Dr, and
any disc component has non-negative intersection, the fact that the configuration has to-
tal intersection number 0 with Dr implies that the only non-constant components other
than the one that meets D0 are discs whose image is contained in M . Since L is exact
in M , there are no such additional disc components, and hence the given configuration
corresponds to a disc attached to a ghost sphere carrying the marked points z1 and z0.
Since these interior marked points are required to map to D0 and D
′
0, this corresponds
to Equation (3.42).
Case (iii b): Assume all discs are disjoint from D0, which by Hypothesis 3.9 implies
that there is only one disc component on which the map is moreover constant. This disc
is attached to a tree of sphere bubbles, which represents an element of M1(M¯ |1). We
conclude that this stratum corresponds to Equation (3.41). To show that the moduli
space is a manifold along this stratum, we use the first two parts of Hypothesis 3.9. 
By evaluation at 1 ∈ ∂D, we obtain a cochain
(3.43) b˜0D = ev∗[R¯
1
(0,1)(L)] ∈ C1(L;Z).
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As is evident from Lemma 3.10, this cochain is not closed. To construct a cycle, con-
sider the fibre product of β0 and R
1
1(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L) over evaluation at the interior marked
point. Using the evaluation map ev∗ at the boundary marked point of elements of
R11(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L), we obtain a cochain:
co0(β0) = ev∗[β0 ×M¯ R11(M¯ ; (1, 0)|L)] ∈ C1(L;Z).(3.44)
Lemma 3.11. The sum of the restriction of gw1 with b
0
D, and co
0β0 defines a cycle
(3.45) b0D = b˜
0
D + gw1|L+ co0(β0) ∈ C1(L;Z).
Proof. We view β0 as a locally finite chain with boundary in (D0 ∩Dr) ∪Dsing0 . Every
holomorphic curve which is not contained in D0, and which passes through the singular
locus of Dsing0 , has intersection number with D0 strictly greater than 1, see Fulton’s
[11, Proposition 7.2]. It follows that the evaluation map at the interior marked point
R¯11(M¯, (1, 0)|L)→ M¯ has image disjoint from Dsing0 .
We claim that the evaluation image is also disjoint from D0 ∩ Dr. To see this, we
argue by contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 3.10. First, suppose that the interior
marked point lies on a disc component with boundary on L. Since L is disjoint from
D0 and Dr, this component would then have strictly positive intersection number with
Dr and strictly positive Maslov index. Since all Chern zero rational curves themselves
have strictly positive intersection number with Dr, by Lemma 3.2, the total intersection
number of the stable map with Dr would be positive, which is a contradiction.
Alternatively, the interior marked point lies on a sphere component. If the disc com-
ponent of the stable map meets D0, the sphere bubble has vanishing Chern number,
and again the total intersection number of the configuration with Dr is strictly positive.
Therefore, the disc component is disjoint from D0, hence constant as in Case (iii b) of
Lemma 3.10. We have a tree of sphere bubbles, the principal one of which passes through
L, hence is not contained in D0 or Dr and which has positive Maslov index. All other
sphere components have vanishing Chern number, hence meet Dr strictly positively.
This would again lead to a contradiction.
It follows that the fibre product in (3.44) can be made transverse; the result is then
immediate from combining Lemma 3.10 with the definitions of β0, and gw1. 
Definition 3.12. A Lagrangian brane L is (infinitesimally) invariant if the cycle in
Equation (3.45) is null-homologous. An (infinitesimally) equivariant structure on L,
over k, is a choice of bounding cochain in C0(L; k) for this cycle.
Remark 3.13. The terminology is justified as follows, cf. Remark 2.4. Under mirror
symmetry, a holomorphic vector field on the mirror of M gives rise to an nc-vector field.
Assume that such a vector field integrates to a C∗ action, and hence to an action on the
category of coherent sheaves, to which one can associate an equivariant category. The
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condition of a Lagrangian being (infinitesimally) invariant is mirror to a sheaf being
invariant under the C∗-action, and the equivariant structure corresponds to a lift to the
equivariant category.
In the next sections, we extend the construction above to the Hochschild cochains of
the Fukaya category. We will then work with discs with strip-like ends rather than
with boundary marked points. The passage between the two involves gluing abstract
operators over half-planes to strip-like ends, cf. Figure 2.
p
q
Figure 2. Replacing boundary marked points by strip-like ends
Since the endomorphism b1 : HF (L,L′) → HF (L,L′) preserves the absolute grading,
in our setting the absolute indices associated to the two boundary marked points co-
incide. Gluing on the relevant operators over half-planes, the resulting closed boundary
condition is a loop of Maslov index zero. In the following sections, we will move back
and forth between these two points of view when L = L′.
3.5. From the closed sector to Hochschild cochains. In order to relate Gromov-
Witten theory to the Fukaya category, we consider the cyclohedron Rk+11 , which is the
moduli space of discs with k + 1 boundary marked points and a single interior marked
point. There is a natural map
(3.46) Rk+11 → Rk+1
obtained by forgetting the interior marked point.
Having fixed Floer data on the moduli space Rk+1 for the purpose of defining the A∞
structure, we choose such data on the moduli space Rk+11 of discs with one interior
marked point. The setup is completely standard; the reader may compare to [1, Section
4] for a related construction involving symplectic cohomology. As in (3.11), we work
with the fixed integrable complex structure J on M¯ . On a given surface, the Floer data
defining the pseudo-holomorphic curve equation therefore comprise a closed 1-form αΣ
vanishing on the boundary whose pullback under the ends agrees with dt, a family of
Hamiltonians Hz on M¯ , parametrised by z ∈ Σ, with compact support disjoint from the
neighbourhood νD containing D′0 and which are constant on the ends , i. If Xz is the
Hamiltonian flow of Hz, we obtain a pseudo-holomorphic curve equation
(3.47) (du−Xz ⊗ αΣ)0,1 = 0.
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To state precisely the required properties of the inhomogeneous term Xz ⊗ αΣ, consider
a sequence (L0, . . . , Lk) of Lagrangians. Label the segments along the boundary of ∆
counterclockwise, starting with the segment (p0, p1), by the Lagrangians Li, and choose
a pseudo-holomorphic equation subject to the following constraints:
• all inhomogeneous terms vanish outside a compact set that is disjoint from D;
• if z lies in a neighbourhood of pi+1, then Hz agrees with the Hamiltonian HLi,Li+1
used to define CF ∗(Li, Li+1).
If (x0, . . . , xk) is a sequence of chords xi ∈ X(Li−1, Li),
(3.48) Rk+11 (M¯ |x0;xk, · · · , x1)
denotes the corresponding moduli space of maps into M¯ , with boundary conditions
(L0, . . . , Lk) and asymptotic conditions (x0, . . . , xk). Evaluation at the interior marked
point defines a map
(3.49) Rk+11 (M¯ |x0;xk, · · · , x1)→ M¯.
This moduli space decomposes as a union
(3.50) Rk+11 (M¯ |x0;xk, · · · , x1) =
∐
0≤d0, 0≤dr
Rk+11 (M¯, (d0, dr)|x0;xk, · · · , x1),
where each component of the right hand side consists of curves whose intersection number
with D0 is d0 and with Dr is dr. We shall be particularly interested in the cases d0 = 0,
which consists of curves whose image lies in M¯\D0, and d0 = 1, which are curves meeting
D0 once. These moduli spaces have virtual dimension
(3.51) k + 2d0 + deg(x0)−
k∑
i=1
deg(xi).
We choose the inhomogeneous data defining these moduli spaces so that the spaces of
discs with one interior marked point are regular, and so that
(3.52)
the restriction of the evaluation map to Rk+11 (M¯, (0, dr)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) is trans-
verse to Br, and the restriction to R
k+1
1 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) is transverse
to B0.
Whenever d0 = dr = 0, we write
(3.53) Rk+11 (M |x0;xk, · · · , x1) = Rk+11 (M¯, (0, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1).
Indeed, positivity of intersection and ampleness of the divisor D supported on D0∪D∞∪
Dr implies that curves in M¯ = M¯\D∞ whose intersection numbers with D0 and Dr both
vanish are disjoint from both, which implies that their image lies in M .
The moduli spaces in Equation (3.53) give rise to a map
(3.54) CO : C∗(M ; k)→ CC∗(F(M),F(M)).
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In the compact setting, such a map was defined by Fukaya, Oh, Ohta, and Ono in [13],
and in the non-compact setting by Seidel in [34] (see [14] for a detailed implementation).
In brief, if we denote by
F(L0, . . . , Ln) = homF(M)(Ln−1, Ln)⊗ · · · ⊗ homF(M)(L0, L1)
then the map
COd : C∗(M ; k)→
∏
n≥0
∏
Hom(F(L0, . . . , Ln),F(L0, Ln)[d])
(where the second product is over tuples of objects (L0, . . . , Ln)) is defined by counting
holomorphic discs whose source is an arbitrary element of the moduli space (3.53), with
k = n, with an interior marked point constrained to lie on a locally finite cycle repre-
senting a generator in C∗(M ; k), and with Lagrangian boundary conditions given by the
Li. It is a fact that CO defines a chain map, and is then a unital ring homomorphism on
cohomology. The most non-trivial point in the construction of CO is to ensure that the
Gromov-Floer compactifications of these moduli spaces do not involve any maps whose
images leave M . The argument of Lemma 3.3 applies verbatim to establish this.
The first term of CO assigns to every cochain in M a class in CF ∗(L,L); we denote this
map
C∗(M ; k)→ CF ∗(L,L)(3.55)
c 7→ c|L,(3.56)
since it agrees with the classical restriction of cochains used in Section 3.4 under the
natural quasi-isomorphism from the classical cochains of L with its self-Floer cochains.
Next, we study the moduli spaces Rk+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1). In order to define
operations using this moduli space, we need better control of the compactification.
Lemma 3.14. The image of R¯k+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) under the evaluation map is
disjoint from the singular locus of D0. It is also disjoint from D0 ∩ Dr if the virtual
dimension of R¯k+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) is less than 6, i.e. if
(3.57) k + deg(x0)−
k∑
i=1
deg(xi) < 4.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.11, every curve not contained in D0 and which meets D
sing
0 has
intersection number ≥ 2 with D0 by [11, Proposition 7.2]. This implies the first part of
the Lemma.
Next, assume for contradiction that some element u of R¯k+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1)
maps to D0 ∩Dr under the evaluation map ev at the interior marked point. There are
two cases to consider:
Case (i): The interior marked point lies on a disc component. In this case, since the
intersection number with D0 is 1, all sphere components must have vanishing Chern
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number. On the other hand, Chern zero spheres meet Dr strictly positively, which
contradicts the assumption that the intersection number with Dr vanishes.
Case (ii): The interior marked point lies on a sphere component. By considering the
intersection number with D0, we see that the disc component of u is an element of
(3.58)
∐
0≤dr
Rk+11 (M¯, (0, dr)|x0;xk, · · · , x1),
which is a moduli space of virtual dimension less than 4 if the inequality (3.57) holds.
There is a unique sphere component of Chern number 1, and all other components are
spheres of vanishing Chern number. Since the total intersection number of u with Dr
vanishes, and all spheres of vanishing Chern number intersect Dr positively, the Chern
1 sphere is contained in Dr.
Recall that the singular locus of M1(M¯ |1) evaluates into the real codimension 4 subset
Br ⊂ M¯ . Assumption (3.52) and Equation (3.57) imply that the moduli spaces in
(3.58) have evaluation image outside Br. For generically chosen perturbation data, these
evaluation images will therefore be transverse to the evaluation image of M1(M¯ |1); that
transversality implies that the images are in fact disjoint, for dimension reasons. We
conclude that the restriction of the evaluation map to the moduli spaces in (3.58) has
image disjoint from stable rational curves of total Chern number 1. This excludes the
existence of such a configuration u. 
Lemma 3.14 implies that, if j ≤ 3 we have a well defined map
(3.59) co : C lf2n−2−j(D0, (D0 ∩Dr) ∪Dsing0 ; k)→ CCj(F(M),F(M))
which can be constructed as follows. Let Diff(M¯,D0 ∪ Dr) denote the group of dif-
feomorphisms of M¯ which preserves D0 and Dr, in particular D0 ∩ Dr and Dsing0 are
preserved. Given a (smooth map on a simplex contributing to a locally finite) chain
β : ∆2n−2−j → D0, and a moduli space Rk+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) of virtual dimen-
sion j, the fibre product
(3.60) Rk+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1)×M¯ (φβ ◦ β),
is transverse for a generic map
(3.61) φβ : ∆
2n−2−j → Diff(M¯,D0 ∪Dr),
where φβ ◦ β denotes the pointwise composition over ∆2n−2−j . The moduli space
Rk+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) is moreover naturally oriented relative to the orientation
lines of the chords xi. Hence, whenever
(3.62) k + deg(x0)−
k∑
i=1
deg(xi) = j,
we multiply by a sign whose parity is j +
∑k
i=1 deg xi and we obtain a map
(3.63) cou(β) : oxk ⊗ · · · ⊗ ox1 → ox0
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associated to elements of the finite set (3.60). Taking the sum over all such elements
defines the desired map in Equation (3.59).
Lemma 3.15. If j ≤ 3, we have a commutative diagram
(3.64) C lf2n−2−j(D0, (D0 ∩Dr) ∪Dsing0 ; k) co // CCj(F(M),F(M))
C lf2n−2−j−1(D0, (D0 ∩Dr) ∪Dsing0 ; k) co //
∂
OO
CCj−1(F(M),F(M))
δ
OO
with ∂ and δ the relevant chain complex boundary operators. 
Proof. It suffices to ensure that the boundary of the fibre product in Equation (3.60)
decomposes into strata which correspond to the composition of co with the differen-
tial in the source and target. Lemma 3.14 implies such a decomposition holds, pro-
vided the perturbations φβ are compatible across boundary strata of the simplices
β, and the Floer perturbation data as usual is compatible with the compactification
R¯k+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1) of Rk+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1). We therefore choose maps
φβ first for all 2n− 5-dimensional chains β so that transversality is achieved (this is the
case j = 3), then choose the maps for higher dimensional simplices by extending the
boundary values given by induction. 
We note that the 0th order term of the map co, together with the natural quasi-
isomorphism from Floer to ordinary cohomology, recovers the map co0 used in Section
3.4, see Equation (3.45).
3.6. Seidel-Solomon moduli spaces of discs. Let ∆ denote the closed unit disc. For
k ≥ 0, let Rk+1(0,1) denote the moduli space of domains comprising the disc ∆
(1) with two marked points z0 = 0 and z1 ∈ (0, 1), and
(2) with k+1 boundary punctures at p0 = 1 ∈ ∂∆ and points {p1, . . . , pk} ⊂ ∂∆\{1}
ordered counter-clockwise.
It is important to note that the point 1 will play the role of an output, while the
points pi will correspond to inputs. At the level of Floer theory, this asymmetry is
implemented by choosing strip-like ends of a different nature near these punctures: let
Z− = (−∞, 0] × [0, 1] and Z+ = [0,∞) × [0, 1]. Given Σ ∈ Rk+1(0,1), a choice of strip-like
ends is a collection of conformal embeddings of punctured half-strips
(3.65) 0 : Z− → Σ, i : Z+ → Σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ k
which take ∂Z± into ∂Σ, which converge at the end to the punctures pi.
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This space has a natural compactification R¯k+1(0,1) of Deligne-Mumford type. To describe
its codimension one boundary facets, recall that we denote the associahedron by Rk+1.
The boundary strata of R¯k+1(0,1) arise from the following degenerations:
(1) ({pi, . . . , pi+j} move together) A nodal domain in which a collection of input
boundary punctures bubble off:
(3.66)
∐
2≤j≤k
1≤i≤k−j
R
k−j+1
(0,1) × Rj+1
Note that the parameter i does not appear in the components, but corresponds
to the boundary marked point of ∆ along which the two discs are attached.
(2) (z1 → 0) A domain with a sphere bubble carrying the two interior marked points
attached to a disc with only boundary marked points. Letting M0,3 denote the
moduli space of spheres with 3 marked points, this component is
(3.67) Rk+11 ×M0,3
(3) ({pk−l, . . . , pk, p1, . . . , pi} → 1) A domain with two discs, one carrying both inte-
rior marked points and a subset {pi+1, . . . , pk−l−1} of the boundary inputs, the
other carrying the remaining inputs and the output p0.
(3.68)
∐
1≤i+l≤k
Ri+l+1 × Rk−i−l+1(0,1)
(4) ({z1}∪{p1, . . . , pi, pk−l, . . . , pk} → 1) A nodal domain with two discs, one carrying
k−i− l input boundary marked points and one interior marked point, the bubble
carrying the second interior marked point, the remaining boundary marked points
and the outgoing point p0.
(3.69)
∐
0≤i+l≤k
Ri+l+11 × Rk−i−l1
Figure 3 depicts the four kinds of degeneration.
(1) (2) (3) (4)
Figure 3. Boundary strata of the compactification R¯k+1(0,1)
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Once families of strip-like ends are chosen for all elements of the moduli space, there
are gluing maps defined for sufficiently large parameters, which for the first stratum for
instance takes the form
(3.70) Rk−j+1(0,1) × Rj+1 × [ρ,∞)→ Rk+1(0,1).
3.7. Seidel-Solomon moduli spaces of maps. We study moduli spaces of pseudo-
holomorphic maps from domains in Rk+1(0,1) to M¯ , and hence require perturbation data
parametrised by such moduli spaces as in Section 3.5. The data will still be comprised
of the auxiliary terms appearing in Equation (3.47).
Given such a choice, we define
(3.71) Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1)
to be the moduli space of finite energy maps
(3.72) u : Σ→ M¯,
whose relative homology class satisfies
(3.73)
[u] · [Dr] = 0
[u] · [D0] = 1,
and which solve Equation (3.47), mapping the boundary segment between pi and pi+1
to Li, which converge along the i
th end to xi, and such that
(3.74) u(z0) ∈ D0 and u(z1) ∈ D′0.
Using positivity of intersection, we can recast Conditions (3.73) and (3.74) as
(3.75) u−1(Dr) = ∅, u−1(D0) = z0, and u−1(D′0) = z1.
Lemma 3.16. The virtual dimension of Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) is
(3.76) k − 1 + deg(x0)−
k∑
i=1
deg(xi).
Proof. The Fredholm index of any element of Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) is
(3.77) 2 + deg(x0)−
k∑
i=1
deg(xi).
The constant term is due to the fact that D0 represents twice the Maslov class in
H2(M¯, L) for each Lagrangian L that we consider, and the fact that we are consid-
ering discs whose intersection number with D0 is 1. The dimension of R
k+1
(0,1) is k+1, and
the conditions imposed at the two interior marked points amount to a real codimension
4 constraint. 
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3.8. Compactification and transversality for Seidel-Solomon spaces. We shall
describe the Gromov-Floer compactification R¯k+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) introduced above when-
ever its virtual dimension is 0 or 1, under appropriate transversality assumptions.
For a sequence xi of Floer generators, we define
(3.78) Rk+1(M¯ |x0;xk, · · · , x1)
to be the moduli space of solutions to Equation (3.11) in M¯ , with the same boundary
conditions as in Section 3.2.
Note that Hypothesis 3.9 implies that if x ∈ X(L,L), then R1(M¯ |x) contains no element
with trivial intersection with D0. More precisely, Gromov compactness shows that by
taking the perturbation used to define X(L,L) small, an element of R1(M¯ |x) is close to
a disc with boundary on L. The 3rd part of Hypothesis 3.9 then implies no element of
R1(M¯ |x) has trivial intersection with D0 up to some preassigned energy level E, and the
energy level E goes to infinity as the perturbation goes to zero. For simplicity we will
elide this point.
For k ≥ 1, we assume that the data in Section 3.2 are chosen generically so that
(3.79) the moduli spaces Rk+1(M¯\D0|x0;xk, · · · , x1) are regular.
The techniques for achieving transversality are again standard: for k ≥ 2, the underlying
curves are stable, so we can use inhomogeneous perturbations depending on the source
as in [35], while for k = 1, we use the result of Floer-Hofer-Salamon [9] which yields a
somewhere injective point even in the presence of an R-symmetry group of translations
of the domain.
We can now analyse the strata of R¯k+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1). A picture of the possible degen-
erations of one-dimensional moduli spaces is given in Figure 4.
D
D’
D’
D
D
D’
Figure 4.
Lemma 3.17. The strata corresponding to z1 → 1 are empty.
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Proof. For such strata, z0 and z1 lie on distinct components of the domain. The con-
straints that z0 map to D0 and z1 to D
′
0, together with positivity of intersection, imply
that the intersection numbers of these components with D0 are both strictly positive.
Since D0 is non-negative on all rational curves in M¯ , we conclude that any such stable
curve has algebraic intersection number with D0 strictly greater than 1. This contradicts
the fact that elements of Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) have intersection number 1 with D0. 
Next, we consider the case z1 ∈ (0, 1). We shall show that there can be no component
which is a rational curve. Just as in Lemma 3.10, any rational curve component would
have vanishing Chern number, so meet D0 trivially and Dr strictly positively, by Lemma
3.2. This would then contradict the fact that the total intersection number with Dr
vanishes, and again implies that all components other than the one carrying the interior
marked points are discs with image in M . Having assumed regularity for these moduli
spaces, we conclude:
Lemma 3.18. The strata of R¯k+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) corresponding to z1 ∈ (0, 1) have di-
mension equal to their virtual dimension. In particular, they are empty whenever the
virtual dimension of Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) is negative, and consist of points when the vir-
tual dimension of this space is 0, and arcs when it is 1. In the 1-dimensional case, the
boundary strata are:∐
x
R¯k−k1+1(0,1) (x0;xk, . . . , xi+k1+1, x, xi, . . . , x1)× Rk1+1(M |x;xi+k1 , · · · , xi+1)(3.80) ∐
x
Rk1+1(M |x0, xk, . . . , xi+k1+1, x, xi, . . . , x1)× R¯k1(0,1)(x;xi+k1+1, . . . , xi)(3.81)
where the union is over generators x satisfying
deg(x) = deg(xi+1) + · · ·+ deg(xi+k1)− k1 + 2 in (3.80)(3.82)
deg(x) = deg(xi+1) + · · ·+ deg(xi+k1)− k1 + 1 in (3.81).(3.83)

Finally, we analyse the more delicate case z1 → 0.
Lemma 3.19. If the virtual dimension of Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1) is strictly less than 3, all
strata corresponding to z1 → 0 are regular and those of top dimension are
M1(M¯ |1)×M¯ Rk+11 (M |x0;xk, · · · , x1)(3.84)
B0 ×M¯ Rk+11 (M¯ ; (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1).(3.85)
Proof. The proof again parallels Lemma 3.10. As usual there is only one component
with non-vanishing intersection number with D0.
Case (i): If this component is a disc, then all rational curve components have vanishing
Maslov index, which excludes the presence of bubbles and implies that all other disc
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components map to M using the vanishing of intersection with Dr. We conclude that
all the moduli spaces that appear in such a configuration are regular by our choice of
inhomogeneous data, hence that the top dimensional strata in this case have only one
disc component which is an element of Rk+11 (M¯, (1, 0)|x0;xk, · · · , x1). This stratum is
attached to a ghost sphere carrying the marked points z1 and z0. Since these interior
marked points are required to map to D0 and D
′
0, this corresponds to Equation (3.85).
Case (ii): Assume all discs are disjoint from D0. Since our data is chosen, cf. (3.79), to
ensure regularity of the moduli spaces of discs with 0 or 1 interior marked points in the
complement of D0, in codimension 1 the following is the only possible type of configura-
tion. There is one disc component, which is an element of Rk+11 (M¯, (0, dr)|x0;xk, · · · , x1)
for some integer dr, which is attached to a tree of sphere bubbles, one of which is a sphere
which intersects D0 once. Forgetting the other components and marked points, we iden-
tify this sphere component with an element of M1(M¯ |1). Condition (3.52) implies that,
if the dimension is less than 3, this sphere is disjoint from Dr. Since the total intersection
with Dr vanishes, we conclude from Lemma 3.2 that there can be no sphere of vanishing
Chern class. We conclude that this boundary stratum is given by Equation (3.84). 
3.9. Construction of an nc-vector field. The moduli spaces Rk+1(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1)
admit natural orientations relative to the orientation lines oxi and the moduli spaces
of underlying curves Rk+1(0,1). We fix the orientation for R
k+1
(0,1) induced by identifying the
interior points of this moduli space with an open subset of
(3.86) (0, 1)× (∂∆)k+1.
Using the fact that a 0-dimensional manifold admits a natural orientation, which we
twist by
∑k
i=1 i deg xi, we obtain a canonical map
(3.87) b˜u : oxk ⊗ · · · ⊗ ox1 → ox0
whenever deg(x0) = k + 1 +
∑k
i=1 deg(xi), and u is an element of R
k+1
(0,1)(x0;xk, . . . , x1).
In particular, we define a Hochschild cochain
b˜D ∈ CC∗(F(M),F(M))(3.88)
b˜kD|oxk ⊗ · · · ⊗ ox1 =
∑
x0
∑
u∈Rk+1
(0,1)
(x0;xk,...,x1)
bu.(3.89)
Consider the sum
(3.90) b˜D + CO(gw1) + co(β0) ∈ CC∗(F(M),F(M)).
To see that this is closed, we return to the description of the boundary strata of the
moduli space in Lemma 3.18: these two strata respectively correspond to
(3.91) b˜iD(. . . , µ
j
F(. . . , . . .), . . .) and µ
k
F(. . . , b˜
j
D(. . . , . . .), . . .).
The A∞-operations which arise in the first two pictures in Figure 4 involve products in the
exact manifold M , i.e. the disc not containing the interior marked point lies wholly in M ;
hence such degenerations are indeed governed by the structure coefficients µ∗F. Lemma
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3.19 accounts for two additional terms in the boundary of bD, which are cancelled by the
differential of the second two terms in Equation (3.90). Indeed, Equations (3.84) and
(3.85) respectively correspond to
(3.92) CO(GW1) and co([B0]).
Hypothesis 3.8, together with the fact that CO and co are chain maps, allows us to
conclude:
Proposition 3.20. The sum
(3.93) bD = b˜
D + CO(gw1) + co(β0)
defines an nc-vector field b for F(M).
The resulting nc-vector field enables one to bigrade Floer cohomology groups between
equivariant Lagrangian submanifolds by weights lying in the algebraic closure k¯. The
corresponding gradings are compatible with the Floer product, in the sense that if α, β ∈
HF ∗(L,L′) are eigenvectors for the endomorphism associated to the nc-vector field, with
eigenvalues λα and λβ, then α · β is also an eigenvector, and
(3.94) λα·β = λα + λβ.
The proof follows from consideration of Figure 5, which indicates the relevant degen-
erations of discs in R¯2(0,1)(x0;x2, x1) with two input marked points (we have excluded
degenerations involving sphere bubbles, which are cancelled by the choice of ambient
bounding cycle, and for simplicity suppose that the equivariant structures on L and L′
are trivial).
D
α ββ
α
α
β
D
D
Figure 5. Compatibility of weights and the Floer product
Remark 3.21. Note that we have not proved that the weights on HF ∗(L,L′) are in-
variant under Hamiltonian isotopies of L,L′, as this will in general require virtual per-
turbations. Our discussion of transversality assumed, Hypothesis 3.9, that L bounds no
Maslov zero disc and is disjoint from Br, and neither of those properties will be preserved
under general isotopies.
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Remark 3.22. Fix a domain ∆→, which is the closed unit disc with an interior marked
point at the origin and a tangent vector v ∈ T0∆ which points along the positive real
axis. Note this is not fixed by any non-identity element of PSL2(R). Fix a generic
conormal section ν on the smooth locus of the divisor D0; the space of such is connected.
Rather than defining the element b0 ∈ CF 1(L,L) by counting discs with 0 ∈ D0 and an
intersection point with D′0 along the arc [0, 1] ⊂ ∆, one can instead count holomorphic
maps from ∆→ to M¯ which take 0 7→ D0 and for which the conormal section ν(v) ∈ R+.
There are similar counts with additional boundary inputs for defining the higher terms
of the cocycle {bi}. This gives a route to building an nc-vector field if some component
of the divisor D0 does not move, i.e. if there is no suitable D
′
0.
4. Milnor fibres
This section illustrates the previous construction of nc-vector fields in a model case of
the Milnor fibre of the Ak-singularity C2/Zk+1. The corresponding Fukaya category is
known to be intrinsically formal [38], from which existence of a pure vector field can be
inferred a posteriori. However, the geometric construction of the nc-vector field which
appears in this section will underpin the more general construction for Hilbert schemes
of the Milnor fibre which appears later, where the methods of [38] do not apply.
4.1. Dictionary. To help orient the reader, we give a dictionary relating the objects
appearing in the rest of this section with their avatars from Section 3. Comparing to
Hypotheses 3.1, 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9, one has:
• The projective variety M¯ is the rational surface obtained from blowing up P1×P1
at (k + 1) points lying in distinct fibres of the second projection P1 × P1 → P1.
• Fix sections s0, s∞ of the projection M¯ → P1 with the property that at each
reducible fibre, one section hits each component. Let F∞ denote the fibre over
∞ ∈ P1. Then D0 = im(s0) ∪ im(s∞), D∞ = F∞ and Dr = ∅. With these
definitions, Hypothesis 3.1 is established at the end of this section.
• The exact manifold M = Ak is the usual Milnor fibre, and the partial com-
pactification M¯ = A¯k is the properification of the Lefschetz fibration M → C
(compactifying each C∗ fibre by points at ±∞). We will be concerned with
Lagrangian matching spheres in M .
• The Chern one spheres in M¯ are components of reducible fibres, the moduli
space M1(M¯ |1) is smooth, and we take Br = ∅, which makes Hypothesis 3.5
elementary, cf. Lemma 4.3.
• Hypothesis 3.8 (vanishing of the Gromov-Witten invariant) is proved in Section
4.3 below. The second part of Hypothesis 3.8 is vacuous in this case, since B0,
Dr and D
sing
0 are all empty.
• Since Br = ∅, the first part of Hypothesis 3.9 is immediate; the 3rd part of
Hypothesis 3.9 follows from Lemma 4.3; and the 2nd part of Hypothesis 3.9
follows from the explicit description of the Maslov two discs with boundary on a
matching sphere obtained in Lemma 4.8.
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To clarify the construction of M¯ , consider the trivial fibration p : P1 × P1 → P1 and fix
disjoint sections s, s′ and a fibre F∞. We blow up k + 1 distinct points which all lie on
s′. There is an induced Lefschetz fibration pi : M¯ → P1 with (k + 1) reducible fibres.
The fibration pi admits two disjoint sections s0, s∞, given by the proper transforms of
s respectively s′; the former is disjoint from all the exceptional divisors, and the latter
meets each once. There is an effective divisor representing −KM¯ given by s0 +s∞+2F∞,
noting that s∞ = s0−
∑
Ei. For large k, −KM¯ is not nef since s∞ has square−(k+1), but
the affine variety M admits a nowhere zero holomorphic volume form which has simple
poles along D0, and double poles on D∞. The component s0 ⊂ D0 has holomorphically
trivial normal bundle and moves on M¯ . The component s∞ ⊂ D0 does not move on
M¯ , since it has negative square, but D0 ∩ M¯ moves, and we take B0 = ∅. The divisor
D∞ = F∞ is clearly nef, and for sufficiently large N there are ample divisors in the class
ND∞ +D0. Thus, we satisfy all parts of Hypothesis 3.1.
4.2. Real spheres. Let Ak denote the Ak-Milnor fibre
(4.1) {x2 + y2 + pk+1(z) = 0} ⊂ C3,
where pk+1 is a degree k + 1 polynomial with distinct roots ξi. Projection to the z-co-
ordinate defines a Lefschetz fibration pi : Ak → C with k + 1 critical values ξi.
Let A¯k denote the properification of the fibration pi : Ak → C; this is a Lefschetz fibration
over C with generic fibre S2 and k + 1 special fibres; it can be seen as an open subset
of a blow-up of P1 × P1, minus a fibre over infinity of the resulting Lefschetz fibration
over P1. We denote by D0 = D± the divisor A¯k\Ak, comprising the disjoint union
of sections at ±∞. As indicated above, A¯k admits a monotone symplectic structure
satisfying the conditions of Hypothesis 3.1, which we take (after completing the base
P1\{∞} to C) to come from blowing up the standard product form on C × P1. The
induced symplectic structure ω on the Stein open subset Ak ⊂ A¯k has finite area fibres,
hence is still not complete, but has completion symplectomorphic to the standard form
obtained by restriction from (C3, ωstd).
Lemma 4.1. An embedded path γ : [0, 1] → C with γ(0), γ(1) ∈ {ξi} and γ disjoint
from {ξi} except at the end-points defines an embedded Lagrangian sphere Lγ ⊂ (Ak, ω),
well-defined up to Hamiltonian isotopy.
Proof. This is well-known for the complete symplectic structure, for instance as an ap-
plication of Donaldson’s “matching path” construction [35, Section 16]. Each fibre of pi
is symplectomorphic, with respect to ω, to a disc cotangent bundle of S1, hence contains
a unique exact Lagrangian circle up to Hamiltonian isotopy. The vanishing cycles asso-
ciated to the paths γ|[0,1/2] and γ|[1/2,1] are exact, hence exact isotopic. After a suitable
deformation of the symplectic parallel transport over γ – which by exactness of the base
does not change the global symplectic structure – one can ensure that the vanishing
cycles associated to the end-points of γ co-incide precisely. 
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In particular, taking pk+1 to have real roots one finds that Ak retracts to an Ak-chain of
k Lagrangian spheres, whence the name. Henceforth take pk+1(z) =
∏k+1
j=1(z − j).
Definition 4.2. The segment of the real axis between two consecutive critical values
{j, j + 1}, 1 ≤ j ≤ k, defines an embedded Lagrangian 2-sphere L ⊂ Ak, which we will
refer to as a real matching sphere.
There is an action of the braid group Brk+1 on Ak generated by Dehn twists in Lagrangian
matching spheres forming an Ak chain. The group Brk+1 injects into pi0Sympct(Ak) by
the main result of [18]. By contrast, the representation
(4.2) Brk+1 → pi0Sympct(A¯k)
factors through the symmetric group Symk+1. Indeed, a real matching sphere is obtained
from a symplectic cut of a product Lagrangian cylinder in C×P1, cf. [39, Example 4.25].
Any such sphere is therefore contained in the blow-up of a ball, B4#2P¯2 ⊂ A¯k, which
implies by [32] that the squared Dehn twist is Hamiltonian isotopic to the identity.
Lemma 4.3. The divisor D0 ⊂ A¯k comprising the two sections at infinity is cohomologous
to the first Chern class and the symplectic form. A¯k is monotone of minimal Chern
number 1. The only Chern number 1 spheres are the components of the singular fibres
of the fibration pi.
Proof. Any holomorphic sphere projects to a point under A¯k → C. Each component of
a singular fibre is the exceptional curve of a blow-up or the proper transform of the fibre
through a point which was blown up, in each case of Chern number one. 
We may therefore satisfy Hypothesis 3.5 with Br = ∅.
4.3. Computing the Gromov-Witten invariant. We now turn to Hypothesis 3.8 in
this example.
Lemma 4.4. Each real matching sphere meets exactly four Chern 1 spheres in A¯k, two
with intersection number +1 and two with intersection number −1.
Proof. Let γ be a real matching path between critical values ξ, ξ′ of pi. The only Chern
one spheres meeting Lγ are the four components of the fibres pi
−1(ξ), pi−1(ξ′). Since
the fibre class itself is (homologically) disjoint from Lγ , the two components of any
reducible fibre must have opposite intersection with Lγ , so it suffices to prove that the
intersection number is non-trivial. This can be checked by a local computation; we
work in an open subset U ⊂ A¯k which is the restriction of the Lefschetz fibration to an
open neighbourhood of the matching path γ. Let D± denote the two compactification
divisors at infinity which are the irreducible components of D0. If we remove either of
these from U , the resulting space, which contains only two irreducible rational curves
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Ei, is diffeomorphic to C2#2CP
2
and the Lagrangian has homology class ±[E1 − E2].
The result follows. 
The previous Lemma implies that if GW1 =
∑
β GW1;β is the chain swept by Chern one
spheres in A¯k over all possible homotopy classes β, then GW1|L = 0 ∈ H2(L) for any
real matching sphere. In fact, more is true:
Lemma 4.5. The invariant GW1 = 0 ∈ H2(Ak).
Proof. We work with the standard integrable complex structure J on A¯k, which in par-
ticular makes projection pi : A¯k → C holomorphic. The only Chern one spheres in A¯k are
the components of the reducible fibres of pi. The normal bundle to any such component
is O(−1), so these spheres are regular by Sikorav’s automatic regularity criterion [23,
Lemma 3.3.1].
For each critical value p of pi, fix a vanishing path γp from p to infinity, with the property
that distinct such paths are pairwise disjoint. The cycle
∑
β GW1;β ∈ H2(A¯k) is Poincare´
dual to the union of the exceptional fibres of pi, equipped with its natural orientation and
of multiplicity one. This vanishes in H2(A¯k), being the boundary of the locally finite
cycle ∪ppi−1(γp), hence its image under restriction to Ak also vanishes. 
Since Dsing0 = ∅ = Dr, and L ⊂ A¯k is monotone, the remaining parts of Hypotheses
3.8 and the first and last parts of Hypothesis 3.9 are immediate. The central part of
Hypothesis 3.9 asserts transversality of certain fibre products. One of these is empty (a
fibre product with B0), whilst the other two are the fibre product of the moduli space
of Maslov 2 discs with boundary on L with D0, D
′
0 respectively the fibre product of
the space of Chern one spheres with L itself. The explicit description of all the Chern
one spheres in A¯k obtained in Lemma 4.5 shows transversality of M1(A¯k|1)×A¯k L. The
corresponding transversality for R1(0,1)(L) follows directly from the analogous description
of all the Maslov index 2 discs with boundary on L, which we provide in Lemmas 4.8
and 4.10 below.
It follows that there is an nc-vector field on F(Ak) defined by the general machinery of
Section 3.
4.4. Orientations. Let X be a real algebraic variety, meaning a complex algebraic
variety equipped with an anti-holomorphic involution σ, and L ⊂ X a smooth Lagrangian
submanifold which is a component of the fixed point set of σ.
Fixing a Spin structure on L determines an orientation on the moduli space of holomor-
phic discs with boundary on L carrying interior and boundary marked points [6, 13, 35].
The involution σ, together with the action by conjugation on the domain, yields a nat-
ural involution on this moduli space which was studied by Solomon in [41]. Whether
this action preserves or reverses orientations can be analysed by considering the action
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on determinant lines of the linearised Cauchy-Riemann problem, and keeping track of
the re-ordering of the input boundary marked points under complex conjugation of the
domain. In particular, the following result is a special case of [41, Proposition 5.1].
Lemma 4.6. The action induced by σ on the moduli space of holomorphic discs preserves
orientation on the component with k boundary marked points, 2 interior marked points,
and Maslov index µ, if and only if
(4.3)
µ(µ+ 1)
2
+
(k − 1)(k − 2)
2
+ k = 0 mod 2.

Now consider the diagram
(4.4)
R1(0,1)(L) −→ R12(L)
↓ ↓
R1(0,1)
α−→ R12
relating the abstract moduli space of discs with two interior marked points and one
boundary point R12, the space of such discs with boundary on a Lagrangian L, and the
corresponding spaces when the two interior marked points are constrained to lie on the
interval [0, 1) ⊂ ∆ as in our applications. The map α is an inclusion onto a codimension
one submanifold, and complex conjugation reverses the co-orientation of its image. More
precisely, let D4op denote the space of distinct pairs (D
2 × D2)\Diagonal. The moduli
space of discs with two interior marked points and one boundary point, not taken modulo
automorphisms, is obviously in bijection with D4op × S1. The complex conjugation map
(z, w, θ) 7→ (z¯, w¯,−θ) reverses the co-orientation of the interval I ⊂ D4op × S1 defined by
taking the marked points to be (0, t, 1)t∈[0,1).
Taking µ = 2 and k = 1 in (4.3), and incorporating this additional sign change, shows
that:
Lemma 4.7. The involution induced by σ reverses orientation on the moduli space R1(0,1)(L).
4.5. Equivariant structure and purity. Let L ⊂ Ak be a Lagrangian 2-sphere. Since
L is (necessarily) exact, we have an isomorphism HF ∗(L,L) ∼= H∗(S2) of graded rings.
Vanishing of HF 1(L,L) implies that L admits an equivariant structure, i.e. b0|L = dcL
is the coboundary of some element cL ∈ CF 0(L,L). The following Lemma is not strictly
required for the proof of formality, but is instructive in view of the argument for purity
of the equivariant structure in Lemma 4.10.
Lemma 4.8. One can choose data defining F(A1) such that cL vanishes identically for
the unique real matching sphere.
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Proof. Since the compactification divisor D0 = D± ⊂ A¯1 has components with trivial
normal bundle, it is straightforward to write down push-offs D′0. We take p(z) to be a
polynomial with real critical values {1, 2}, so the A1-space is given by {x2 + y2 + (z −
1)(z − 2) = 0}. Along the interval [1, 2] ⊂ R ⊂ Cz in the z-plane, x2 + y2 < 0 and hence
the real matching sphere is defined by {x, y ∈ iR}. The antiholomorphic involution
(4.5) ι : (x, y, z) 7→ (−x¯,−y¯, z¯) on C3
preserves the hypersurface defining A1 and fixes the real sphere L pointwise. The involu-
tion naturally extends to the compactification A¯k, exchanging the two components of the
compactification divisor D±. We choose the push-offs D′0 = ∪D′± to be parallel copies
of D± which are also exchanged by the involution ι. We work with perturbations of the
standard almost complex structure which make projection to C holomorphic and which
are also anti-equivariant with respect to ι. Equivariant transversality is not problematic
Figure 6. Divisors D±, D′± in the fibres over a real matching sphere
since no disc is fixed pointwise by ι, cf. [18, Proposition 5.13].
Lemma 4.5 implies that the 1-cochain gw1|L is trivial, since the corresponding chain
∪ppi−1(γp) meets L in a finite set (assuming that we choose the vanishing paths to be
disjoint from the interior of the projection of L). The chain β0 introduced after Hypoth-
esis 3.8 and occuring in Lemma 3.11 is also trivial, since the divisor D0 is everywhere
non-singular and D0 ∩D′0 = ∅. Therefore, the Floer cocycle
b0|L = b˜0|L = ev∗[R¯1(0,1)(L)]
of Lemma 3.11 is exactly the locus swept via evaluation at 1 ∈ ∂∆ by discs with two
interior marked points, one at 0 constrained to lie in D0 and the other at a variable point
on (0, 1) ⊂ ∆ which is constrained to lie on D′0. There are two such discs over every
point of the matching path pi(L) ⊂ C, coming from the two hemispheres of each fibre of
pi lying over the matching path bound by the vanishing circle in that fibre. Each family
of hemispheres gives rise to an oriented arc in L between the two Lefschetz critical points
in L.
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The ι-invariance of D0, D
′
0 implies that the holomorphic discs in each fibre are exchanged
up to conjugation by ι. Therefore the two families of discs give rise to identical arcs be-
tween the same end-points (the intersections with critical points of A¯1 → C). Lemma 4.7
implies the arcs carry opposite orientations. The corresponding singular 1-chains there-
fore cancel identically, which implies the desired vanishing of the equivariant structure
on L. 
Remark 4.9. Consider a Morse model for Floer cohomology CF ∗(L,L) = C∗Morse(L).
If we pick a perfect Morse function f : L → R, with minimum and maximum lying in
the fibre over the mid-point of the associated matching path, then CF 1(L,L) = 0, hence
b0|L = 0 as a chain and one can take cL = 0.
Lemma 4.10. F(Ak) admits an nc-vector field for which real Lagrangians are pure:
weight and grading co-incide on HF ∗(L,L) for each matching sphere L in the Ak-chain.
Proof. For any given real sphere L ⊂ Ak there is some anti-holomorphic involution of Ak
which preserves L pointwise. Weights on self-Floer-cohomology are independent of the
choice of equivariant structure and hence of the choice of almost complex structure, so we
can reduce to the situation where L is fixed by an involution ι as in Lemma 4.8. Exactly
as in the proof of that Lemma, there are precisely two holomorphic discs passing through
the generic point p of L, namely the two hemispheres of the P1-fibre of Ak containing
that point.
To define the endomorphism b1 on CF 2(L,L), we should consider configurations as
follows. We rigidify the domain disc ∆ by fixing the parametrization for which the
origin is the interior marked point which will map to D0 and the evaluation output is
the point 1 ∈ ∂∆. We have an additional variable input boundary marked point, which
should be constrained to a generic point p ∈ L representing the generator of CF 2(L,L),
and an additional interior marked point on the segment (0, 1) ⊂ ∆ which should map to
D′0.
Taking p generic, it lies over an interior point of the matching path γ defining L, and
hence on the boundary of two hemisphere discs. To actually perform the computation,
it is helpful to consider instead the parametrization of such a hemisphere so that 0 ∈ D0
and the fixed section D′0 of the Lefschetz fibration lies on the real arc (0, 1) ⊂ ∆. This
rigidifies the domain; the point p then determines a unique modulus of the variable input
boundary marked point, and evaluating at 1 ∈ ∂∆ yields a point q ∈ L lying on the
same fibre of the projection L → γ as p. The complex conjugate disc (i.e. the other
hemisphere) defines another contribution to b1(p), in which the input point p now lies at
the conjugate point of the boundary, and evaluation at 1 again yields exactly the point q,
since we have chosen the two components of each of D0 and D
′
0 to be strictly exchanged
by the involution.
Lemma 4.6 and the subsequent discussion implies that for domains with two input bound-
ary marked points and two interior marked points constrained to [0, 1] ⊂ ∆, a pair of
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conjugate discs contribute with the same sign to the relevant moduli space. This implies
that the two output contributions of the point q obtained above occur with the same
sign, and hence the weight is ±2 on HF 2(L,L). Reversing the orientation on D0 replaces
the nc-vector field b ∈ CC1(F(Ak),F(Ak)) by its negative −b, so we can assume that
the weight is +2.
The fact that the weight on HF 0(L,L) is trivial since the nc-vector field is a derivation
(see Lemma 2.12), and HF 0(L,L) is generated by the unit. 
Remark 4.11. The above argument places a misleading emphasis on an apparently subtle
compatibility of signs. If the two discs contributing to the weight on HF 2 had the same
sign, one could twist any disk u mapping to A¯k by (−1)u·D−, i.e. by a sign counting
intersection number with a single component of the compactification divisor. This is
compatible with all breaking, since we only count discs of Maslov index 2. Discs inside
the open locus Ak are untwisted, hence the A∞-operations defining the Fukaya category
are not themselves altered. Thus, one could correct the sign of the two discs contributing
to b1|L after the fact if needed. In other words, the important point for this paper is not
the specific sign computation carried out by Solomon, but rather the weaker fact that the
sign changes if one changes the parity of the number of boundary marked points.
We now fix gradings on the Lagrangian compact core of Ak so that all Floer gradings
are symmetric, i.e. the unique intersection point of two adjacent matching spheres has
Floer grading 1 in both directions. This is obviously possible: grade the first sphere
arbitrarily, and then shift the subsequent spheres in order to achieve symmetry. In fact,
given two matching spheres L± lying respectively over arcs in the upper and lower half-
plane, Figure 7 governs the grading of the generator of HF (L+, L−) corresponding to a
transverse isolated intersection point, with respect to the standard holomorphic volume
form and the natural choices of graded structures on the two Lagrangians. (Note that [18,
Equation 6.5] implies that for 2-complex-dimensional Milnor fibres the phase function of
a matching sphere is given by twice the argument of the defining arc in C.)
0 2 1 1
Figure 7. Floer gradings for matching spheres in the Milnor fibre
Lemma 4.12. Fix the zero equivariant structure on the first matching sphere of an Ak-
chain. There is a unique choice of equivariant structure on the remaining spheres such
that the induced weights on HF (L,L′) and HF (L′, L) are symmetric for every L,L′.
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Proof. We know that for every pair L,L′ of intersecting Lagrangians, the weights on
the individual Lagrangians are {0, 2} by Lemma 4.10. Recall that weight gradings are
compatible with Floer product. Moreover, if Li, Li+1 are adjacent real matching spheres,
the product
(4.6) HF (Li+1, Li)⊗HF (Li, Li+1) −→ HF (Li, Li)
hits the top class, by Poincare´ duality. Hence the weights of the unique intersection point
in the two directions sum to 2 by Poincare´ duality and the derivation property, Lemma
2.12. The result can now be achieved by shifting the equivariant structures appropriately
iteratively down the Ak-chain, appealing to (2.32). 
We can now recover the formality result of Seidel and Thomas from [38]:
Corollary 4.13. If L1, . . . , Lk ⊂ Ak form the Ak-chain of real matching spheres, then
the A∞-algebra ⊕i,jHF ∗(Li, Lj) is formal over characteristic zero fields.
Proof. Both the Floer gradings and weights are symmetric, hence they necessarily co-
incide, and formality follows from Corollary 2.13. 
5. The symplectic arc algebra
We recall some features of the geometry of the space Yk from [36], and Manolescu’s
embedding [21] of Yk into the Hilbert scheme of the Milnor fibre. The space Yk contains
a distinguished finite collection of Lagrangian submanifolds, whose Floer cohomology
algebra defines the “symplectic arc algebra” from the Introduction. While later sections
will focus on the Hilbert scheme description, there is one key result from [36] (recalled
as Proposition 5.8 below) which we do not know how to prove from that viewpoint.
5.1. The slice. Fix an integer k ≥ 1. Let Sk ⊂ sl2k(C) be the affine subspace consisting
of matrices of the form
(5.1) A =

A1 I
A2 I
. . . . . .
Ak−1 I
Ak 0

with A1 ∈ sl2(C), Aj ∈ gl2(C) for j > 1, and where I ∈ gl2(C) is the identity matrix.
Let Sym2k0 (C) be the subspace of the symmetric product Sym2k(C) consisting of collec-
tions with center of mass zero. Symmetric polynomials yield an isomorphism Sym2k0 (C) ∼=
C2k−1. Consider the adjoint quotient map
(5.2) χ : Sk → Sym2k0 (C)
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which takes a matrix A to the collection of its eigenvalues. If we identify Sym2k0 (C) ∼=
C2k−1 as before, this map is just given by the nontrivial coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial. In our case,
(5.3)
det(x−A) = det(A(x)), where
A(x) = xkI − xk−1A1 − xk−2A2 − · · · −Ak ∈ gl2(C[x]).
The part of χ lying over the open subset Conf2k0 (C) ⊂ Sym2k0 (C) of configurations of
unordered 2k-tuples of pairwise distinct points is a differentiable fibre bundle. Fix some
t ∈ Conf2k0 (C), and denote the fibre of χ at that point by Ytk = Yk. By definition, this is
a smooth affine variety of complex dimension 2k.
An important feature of the symplectic fibre bundle χ : Sk → C2k−1 is that it has fibred
A1-singularities at points t0 ∈ Conf2k(C) where a pair of eigenvalues co-incide. The
critical locus of the relevant fibre corresponds to a subregular adjoint orbit, and is hence
denoted by Osub.
Lemma 5.1 (Lemma 24 of [36]). Fix a disc D ⊂ C2k−1 parametrising eigenvalues (µ −√
z, µ +
√
z, µ3, . . . , µ2k), with z small. Then there is a neighbourhood of Osub inside
χ−1(D), and an isomorphism of that with a neighbourhood of Osub×{0}3 inside Osub×
C 3, fitting into a commutative diagram
χ−1(D) local iso defined near O
sub ∩ Sk−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Osub × C 3
χ
y a2+b2+c2y
D
z−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ C
where a, b, c are coordinates on C 3. 
Lemma 5.2 (Lemma 24 of [36]). The subspace
{
y ∈ Sk
∣∣ ker(y) is 2-dimensional } is
canonically isomorphic to Sk−1 by an isomorphism which is compatible with the adjoint
quotient χ. 
It follows that the critical locus Osub × {0}3 of Lemma 5.1 is exactly the fibre
(5.4) χ−1{µ3, . . . , µ2k} = Yk−1 ⊂ Sk−1.
We have a natural C∗ action λ on Sk,
(5.5) λr : r · (A1, . . . , Ak) = (r ·A1, . . . , rk ·Ak)
preserving the fibre over 0. The explicit slice (5.1) is not the only possible choice; the
usual slices are obtained from the Jacobson-Morozov theorem, whilst a different explicit
slice occurs in [24]. A basic fact [36, Lemma 14] is that any two λ-invariant slices are
C∗-equivariantly isomorphic by an isomorphism which moves points only in their adjoint
orbits.
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5.2. Ka¨hler forms. Following [36], Sk carries an exact Ka¨hler form Ωk = Ω. Fix some
α > k, and for each 1 ≤ j ≤ k choose a strictly subharmonic function ψj : C→ R, such
that ψj(z) = |z|α/j at infinity. Apply ψj to each entry of Aj , and let ψ be the sum of
the resulting terms, which is an exhausting plurisubharmonic function. Then set
(5.6) Ω = −ddcψ.
Ω defines a symplectic connection on χ : S → Conf2k0 (C). Since the fibres are non-
compact, one may not be able to integrate the associated horizontal vector fields to
obtain parallel transport maps. The choice of Ka¨hler form is motivated by three related
requirements:
• It is asymptotically C∗-equivariant at infinity, [36, Lemma 40], meaning that
limr→∞(ψ ◦ λr)/r2α = ψ.
• Take the horizontal vector fields defined by Ω and add a large multiple of the
fibrewise Liouville vector field dual to Θ = −dcψ. Asymptotic C∗-equivariance
implies that these corrected horizontal vector fields can be integrated (yielding
“rescaled parallel transport” maps) on arbitrarily large compact subsets of a fibre
[36, Section 5].
• Under the Morse-Bott degeneration discussed in Lemma 5.1 and the identification
of (5.4), Ωk restricts on the critical locus of the singular fibre to the form Ωk−1
on the smaller slice.
The existence of rescaled parallel transport is sufficient to associate to any closed exact
Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Yt0k lying over any regular value t0 ∈ Conf2k0 (C) and an
embedded path γ : [0, 1] → Conf2k0 (C) with γ(0) = t0 and γ(1) = t1 a Lagrangian
Φγ(L) ⊂ Yt1k , well-defined up to Hamiltonian isotopy. This is sufficient to conclude that
the compact exact Fukaya category of a regular fibre of χk does not depend, up to
quasi-equivalence, on the choice of regular fibre.
Let χloc = a
2 + b2 + c2 denote the map appearing on the right side of the diagram of
Lemma 5.1, defined with respect to a holomorphic trivialisation of the normal bundle of
the critical locus of a fibre where two eigenvalues co-incide. Since χloc has non-degenerate
Hessian in normal directions to the critical locus, the function re(χloc) is Morse-Bott. The
stable manifold of the negative gradient flow −∇(re(χloc)) is the Lefschetz thimble of the
degeneration, whose intersection with a regular fibre is (by definition) the vanishing cycle
of the degeneration. Since the gradient flow of re(f) is the Hamiltonian flow of im(f),
in particular preserves the symplectic form, this vanishing cycle defines a co-isotropic
subspace of the regular fibre Yk, which is an S
2-bundle over the critical locus.
There is a delicacy at this point, since (rescaled) parallel transport maps for Ω are defined
on compact sets, but not on the entire fibre, which means that the co-isotropic is strictly
only defined as an S2-bundle over compact subsets of the critical locus Yk−1 = Crit(Yt0k ),
where t0 is a tuple of eigenvalues (0, 0, t3, . . . , t2k) with the ti ∈ C∗ pairwise distinct.
Nonetheless, this implies that any closed Lagrangian submanifold L ⊂ Yk−1 has an
associated vanishing cycle, diffeomorphic to L × S2, in a nearby smooth fibre Ytk with
t = (−, , t3, . . . , t2k).
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5.3. The Hilbert scheme. Let S be a smooth quasiprojective complex surface. Let
Hilb[k](S) denote the k-th Hilbert scheme of S, which is a smooth quasiprojective variety.
There is a canonical Hilbert-Chow morphism
(5.7) Ψ : Hilb[k](S) −→ Symk(S)
which is a crepant resolution of singularities. Let E denote the exceptional divisor of Ψ.
Lemma 5.3. For k ≥ 2, H2(Hilb[k](S;R)) ∼= H2(Sk;R)Symk ⊕ R〈E〉. In particular, if
b1(S) = 0 then b2(Hilb
[k](S)) = b2(S) + 1.
Proof. See [25, Chapter 6]. 
For a class a ∈ H2(S;R) we will write ak for the class in H2(Hilb[k](S)) defined by the
Symk-invariant class (a, . . . , a, 0) ∈ H2(Sk)⊕ R〈E〉 via the isomorphism of Lemma 5.3.
Suppose now pi : S → C is a quasi-projective surface fibred over C. If k = 2, the relative
Hilbert scheme Hilb[2](pi) ⊂ Hilb[2](S), which away from Crit(pi) is the second relative
symmetric product along the fibres of pi, is a divisor. By definition, when k > 2, the
variety Hilbpi,[k](S) is the complement of the divisor Hilb[k](pi) which is the image of the
finite map
(5.8) Hilb[k−2](S)×Hilb[2](pi)→ Hilb[k](S).
Explicitly, the excluded divisor comprises all length k subschemes whose projection to
the base C under pi has length < k. We will refer, by abuse of notation, to this divisor as
the “relative Hilbert scheme”; it is not birational to the relative k-th symmetric product
along the fibres, which would not be divisorial when k > 2.
Lemma 5.4. There is an identity [Hilb[k](pi)] = −[E]/2 ∈ H2(Hilb[k](S); k).
Proof. Consider first the general case of a fibred surface pi : S → B over a complex curve
B. The fibre pi−1(pt) = [F ] defines a class in H2(S;R) and hence an associated class
[F ]k ∈ H2(Hilb[k](S);R). Since we are working over a field k, it suffices to evaluate
H2-classes on the Hilbert scheme on a basis of H2, bearing in mind Lemma 5.3. Given
a curve C ⊂ S we obtain a curve Ck ⊂ Hilb[k](S) by adding k − 1 distinct points to C
which we assume lie away from C and in different fibres of pi. Ck is trivially disjoint from
the exceptional divisor E, and has algebraic intersection (k−1)d with [Hilb[k](pi)], where
d is the degree of the projection pi|C . All the curves in the fibres of Ψ are homologically
proportional. For a rational curve in a fibre of Ψ over a generic point of the diagonal,
the intersection with E is −2 (by crepancy) and with the relative Hilbert scheme is +1
(the intersection comes from the unique point of Hilb[2](pi) lying over a point of the
diagonal of Sym2(S) which corresponds to a double point with a vertical tangency).
These computations, and Poincare´ duality, yield an identity
[Hilb[k](pi)] = (k − 1)[F ]k − [E]/2.
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Now return to the special case B = C. In that case, the fibre [F ] = [pi−1(q)] of pi is trivial
in H lf2 (S)
∼= H2(S), by considering the preimage of a half-line from q to infinity, and
hence the associated class [F ]k ∈ H2(Hilb[k](S)) also vanishes. The result follows. 
5.4. Ka¨hler forms on the Hilbert scheme. The following result is due to Varouchas
[43, 44] (see also [28]).
Lemma 5.5. If ω is a Ka¨hler form on S, then for all  > 0 sufficiently small, there are
Ka¨hler forms on Hilb[k](S) in the class [ω]k − E. Moreover, one can find such Ka¨hler
forms which are product-like (i.e. which agree on pullback to Sk with a product Ka¨hler
form) away from any given fixed analytic open neigbourhood of the big diagonal.
Sketch. Suppose (Z, ωZ) is Ka¨hler, and let
(5.9) X ↪→ Z ×B
prB−→ B
be a flat family of n-dimensional complex analytic subvarieties of Z, parametrized by
a complex analytic space B, which contains at least one smooth fibre. Over the locus
B0 ⊂ B where Xb is smooth, there is a Weil-Petersson form
(5.10) ωB =
∫
X/B
(pr∗ZωZ)
n+1|X.
Since integration along the fibre commutes with base-change, this is both intrinsic and
Ka¨hler. The form can be identified with the first Chern form of a determinant line
bundle, cf. for instance [3]. That bundle extends from B0 to B; the corresponding
extension of the Weil-Petersson form exists as a closed positive (1, 1)-current, which [43,
Lemma 3.4] has a continuous ∂∂-potential. A general smoothing lemma for continuous
strictly plurisubharmonic functions [44, Theorem 2.5] then yields a Ka¨hler metric on B.
Away from the diagonals, the universal family (X × Hilb[k](X)) ⊃ X → X is e´tale, and
the Weil-Petersson form is product-like, which gives the Lemma. 
One can also obtain Ka¨hler forms on the Hilbert scheme Hilb[k](S) by considering a pro-
jective completion S¯ of S and constructing the compactification Hilb[k](S¯) as a projective
geometric invariant theory quotient, or by appealing to Voisin’s construction [45] of a
symplectic form starting from a symplectic form on the underlying four-manifold. The
parameter  of Lemma 5.5 is the area of an exceptional sphere P1 ⊂ E contracted by
the Hilbert-Chow morphism. If pi : S → C is a fibration over a curve, then on the open
subset Hilbpi,[k](S) ⊂ Hilb[k](S) the Ka¨hler forms of Lemma 5.5 become cohomologous,
independent of .
5.5. Embedding the nilpotent slice. Fix a tuple of eigenvalues τ ∈ Conf2k(C) and a
corresponding space Yτk. A point of Y
τ
k is given by a tuple of matrices Ai satisfying
(5.11)
det(z −A) = det(A(z)) = Wτ (z), where
A(z) = zkI − zk−1A1 − zk−2A2 − · · · −Ak ∈ gl2(C[z])
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where Wτ (z) =
∏
t∈τ (z − t). Write
(5.12) A(z) =
(
P (z) Q(z)
R(z) S(z)
)
.
Further, write U(z) = (Q(z) + R(z))/2 and V (z) = (Q(z) − R(z))/2i. The condition
detA(z) = Wτ (z) then becomes
(5.13) U(z)2 + V (z)2 +Wτ (z) = P (z)S(z).
Let Aτ2k−1 denote the Milnor fibre
(5.14) {x2 + y2 +Wτ (z) = 0} ⊂ C3.
Then a point of Yτk defines an ideal
(5.15) A(z) 7→ (U(z)− x, V (z)− y, P (z)) ⊂ C[x, y, z]
(5.13) implies that the corresponding subscheme of C3 is supported on Aτ2k−1. Moreover,
the map which associates to A(z) the ideal{
α(x, y, z)
∣∣ α(U(z), V (z), z) is divisible by P (z)} ⊂ C[x, y, z]/〈x2 + y2 +Wτ (z)〉
then associates to any element of Yτk a length k subscheme of A
τ
2k−1.
Let pi : Aτ2k−1 → C denote the canonical Lefschetz fibration defined by projection to the
z co-ordinate, which has nodal singular fibres over the points of τ . Let Hilb[k](Aτ2k−1)
denote the k-th Hilbert scheme of Aτ2k−1, which is a smooth quasiprojective variety of
complex dimension 2k.
Lemma 5.6 (Manolescu). There is a holomorphic open embedding Yτk ↪→ Hilb[k](Aτ2k−1).
The complement of the image is the relative Hilbert scheme of the projection pi, i.e. the
subschemes whose projection to Cz does not have length k.
Proof. The inclusion is the map defined above; for injectivity (which implies openness)
and the characterisation of the complement, see [21]. 
We will henceforth identify Yk = Hilb
pi,[k](A2k−1).
5.6. Crossingless matchings. Fix the set τ = {1, 2, . . . , 2k} ⊂ R ⊂ C. A crossingless
matching on k strands (for the set τ) is any collection of k pairwise disjoint arcs in C
which join the points of τ in pairs. We tacitly identify isotopic matchings.
Lemma 5.7. Any crossingless matching ℘ defines a Lagrangian submanifold L℘ ∼= (S2)k ⊂
Yk, well-defined up to Hamiltonian isotopy. There are exactly
1
k+1
(
2k
k
)
crossingless
matchings whose interiors lie in the upper half-plane.
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Proof. The first statement follows from the iterated vanishing cycle construction dis-
cussed at the end of Section 5.2, and is essentially a consequence of Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2;
see [36] for further details. The second statement is well-known, see [17]. 
Proposition 5.8. The Lagrangian submanifolds L℘ and L℘′ for crossingless matchings
℘, ℘′ which differ by moves as in Figure 8 are Hamiltonian isotopic in Yk.
Proof. This is [36, Lemma 49]. 
δ2
δ2
δ1
matching ℘
δ1
matching ℘′
Figure 8. The handleslide move preserves Hamiltonian isotopy type
There is a more direct construction of a Lagrangian submanifold Lˆ℘ ⊂ Hilb[k](A2k−1)
from a crossingless matching. Each arc of the matching ℘ defines a Lagrangian matching
sphere in A2k−1, and the crossingless condition implies that the product of these spheres
is a Lagrangian in (A2k−1)k which is disjoint from the big diagonal. Since the Ka¨hler
form on Hilb[k](A2k−1) is product-like on the complement of a small neighbourhood of
the diagonal, this Lagrangian defines a Lagrangian submanifold of the Hilbert scheme.
This is disjoint from the relative Hilbert scheme and hence lies inside the image of the
embedding Yk ⊂ Hilb[k](A2k−1).
Proposition 5.9. Under the symplectic embedding ι : Yk ↪→ Hilb[k](A2k−1), the vanish-
ing cycle Lagrangian ι(L℘) ' Lˆ℘ is Hamiltonian isotopic to the product Lagrangian.
Proof. This is part of [21, Proposition 4.3]. 
We will henceforth denote by L℘ the Lagrangian associated to a crossingless matching,
which one can define either by the vanishing cycle construction or by the more naive
product construction3. Two of the Lagrangian submanifolds L℘ play a special role:
3For the purposes of Floer cohomological computations the difference is irrelevant. When computing
weight gradings later, it will matter that we specify our Lagrangian submanifolds exactly and not just
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• The Lagrangian associated to the crossingless matching comprising a sequence
of adjacent arcs joining the ξ in pairs {1, 2}, {3, 4}, . . . , {2k − 1, 2k} is denoted
L℘• ; this is the plait matching.
• The Lagrangian associated to the crossingless matching comprising a sequence
of nested arcs joining the ξ in pairs {1, 2k}, {2, 3}, . . . , {2k−2, 2k−1} is denoted
L℘◦ ; this is the mixed matching.
Figure 9. The plait (left) and mixed (right) matchings of 2k points.
There is a “horseshoe” matching (joining pairs {1, 2k}, {2, 2k − 1}, . . . , {k − 1, k + 1}),
denoted ℘+ in [36], which appears in the definition of symplectic Khovanov cohomology;
that however will not play any special role in this paper.
5.7. The symplectic arc algebra. The symplectic arc algebra is the A∞-algebra
(5.16) ⊕℘,℘′HF ∗(L℘, L℘′)
taking the sum over the finite set of upper-half-plane crossingless matchings, and com-
puting Floer cohomology inside Yk.
The group HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) can be computed by placing the matching ℘ in the upper
half-plane and ℘′ in the lower half-plane, and taking the Floer cohomology of the cor-
responding Lagrangians. Here one uses the handle-slide move of Proposition 5.8 to see
that the Lagrangians L℘′ and L℘′ for a given crossingless matching, placed in either the
upper or lower half-plane, are Hamiltonian isotopic.
An intersection point of the Lagrangians L℘ and L℘′ , viewed as fibred over the corre-
sponding upper respectively lower half-plane arcs, is given by a k-tuple of critical points
P ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , 2k − 1, 2k} which are distributed evenly amongst the k arcs of ℘ and the
k arcs of ℘′. We will call such tuples admissible.
Fix a (necessarily unknotted) component C of the planar unlink ℘ ∪ ℘′.
Lemma 5.10. Any intersection point P of the Lagrangians comprises either all the even
critical points on C or all the odd critical points on C.
up to isotopy, in view of Remark 3.21. The naive product Lagrangians will then be better suited for
importing the geometric set-up of Section 3.
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Proof. Relabel the points of C∩{1, . . . , 2k−1} starting with the left-most critical point as
1 and then ordering the critical points clockwise along C, see Figure 10. This relabelling
preserves parity of critical points on C. Note that any arc of any matching joins points
of opposite parity. If an admissible k-tuple P contains a point of even parity and a
point of odd parity, then it contains some pair of consecutive integers, which (in the
new labelling) necessarily both belong to a single arc in either ℘ or ℘′. This violates
admissibility. 
Let c(℘, ℘′) denote the number of components of the unlink ℘∪℘′ obtained by reflecting
℘′ in the real axis and placing it underneath ℘. The above Lemma implies that the
rank of CF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is given by 2
c(℘,℘′). We shall need to understand the grading
on this Floer group. The Lagrangians L℘ and their intersections are disjoint from a
neighbourhood of the diagonal in the Hilbert scheme, so one can take the holomorphic
volume form on Hilb[k](A2k−1) to be induced from the product volume form on A2k−1,
compare to [21, Lemma 6.2]. This means that the gradings of intersection points can be
computed by adding up local contributions governed by Figure 7.
Moreover, the grading of a generator of the Floer complex is the sum over components C
of ℘∪℘′ of the contribution of the even or odd elements of that component. To this end,
let |C| denote the number of arcs of ℘ (equivalently ℘′) appearing in C, so ∑C |C| = k,
where we sum over the distinct components of the unlink. Moreover, given an admissible
tuple P we write PC for the subtuple of points lying on the component C.
Lemma 5.11. The contribution of PC to the grading of P viewed as a generator of
CF (L℘, L℘′) (from the upper half-plane to the lower half-plane matching) is |C| − 1
if the initial critical point of C lies on PC and |C|+ 1 otherwise.
1 23
4 5
6
7 8 9 1011 12
Figure 10. Grading contributions from local Gauss map degree: the
gradings are {2, 4}, {1, 3} and {0, 2} for the left, right, nested components
Proof. For concreteness, we assume that the initial critical point of C is odd; the even
case follows from the same argument. We have oriented C so that the Gauss map of C
has degree +1 with respect to the clockwise orientation of the unit circle in C. Under
the Gauss map, the preimage of the point i ∈ S1 on the clockwise-oriented unknot C
is exactly the set of odd critical points on C, and the preimage of −i ∈ S1 is the set
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of even critical points. The local grading contribution of Figure 7 exactly says that an
intersection point of a pair of matching arcs in A2k−1 contributes to the Floer degree
by 1±(local contribution to the degree of the Gauss map), with the sign − for an odd
point and + for an even point. Summing over the |C| arcs yields the result (see Figure
10). 
Proposition 5.12. The graded vector spaces underlying the symplectic arc algebra are
isomorphic to the corresponding graded vector spaces appearing in Khovanov’s arc algebra
[16, Section 2.4]. In particular:
• As a relatively graded vector space, HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) ∼= H∗(S2)⊗c(℘,℘′) with its nat-
ural relative grading.
• The Lagrangians L℘ admit symmetric gradings, i.e. gradings with respect to
which the Floer cohomology groups HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) and HF ∗(L℘′ , L℘) lie in the
same set of degrees, for every ℘, ℘′.
Proof. Taking the tensor product over components C of the unlink ℘ ∪ ℘′, and adding
gradings, it follows first that CF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is concentrated in a single mod 2 degree,
hence the Floer differential vanishes, and that as a graded vector space HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) ∼=
H∗(S2)⊗c(℘,℘′)[k − c(℘, ℘′)], living in symmetrically placed degrees k − c(℘, ℘′) ≤ ∗ ≤
k + c(℘, ℘′). That such gradings are symmetric in the sense of the Proposition now
follows from Poincare´ duality. 
Remark 5.13. [31, Proposition 5.6] derives an isomorphism of rings between the sym-
plectic and combinatorial arc algebras, over the field k = Z2, from a formal application
of quilted Floer cohomology.
5.8. A cylindrical computation. View the submanifolds L℘ ⊂ Yk ⊂ Hilb[k](A2k−1)
as products of matching spheres in A2k−1. Holomorphic polygons in the Hilbert scheme
give rise to holomorphic curves in A2k−1, which can be projected to C and then have
Lagrangian boundary conditions on the constituent arcs of crossingless matchings, via
the tautological correspondence between
(5.17) maps D2 → Symk(A2k−1) and diagrams
Σ → A2k−1
↓
D2
(with Σ
k:1−→ D2 a degree k branched covering). In the reverse direction, a map Σ →
A2k−1 from a k-fold branched cover of the disc defines a map u : D2 → Symk(A2k−1).
If this is not contained in the big diagonal, it lifts away from a finite set to the Hilbert
scheme. That lift extends canonically to a map uˆ : D2 → Hilb[k](A2k−1), by taking
the proper transform of u, viewing the Hilbert scheme as an iterated blow-up of the
symmetric product, cf. [7]. Note that uˆ is the only lift of u to a holomorphic map
D2 → Hilb[k](A2k−1), and its image lies in Yk. Moreover, all stable maps to Hilb[k](A2k−1)
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which project to u are obtained from uˆ by adding rational components in the Hilbert-
Chow divisor, which meet the divisor Hilb[k](A2k−1)\Yk non-trivially, so in fact uˆ is the
only lift of u to a stable map to Yk. This leads to a viewpoint on the symplectic arc
algebra akin to Lipshitz’ cylindrical reformulation of Heegaard Floer theory [20].
Lemma 5.14. Let p : S → B be a complex surface smoothly fibred over a Riemann surface
B, and let C ⊂ S be a section of p. There is a natural embedding Symk(C) ⊂ Hilbp;[k](S)
into the complement of the relative Hilbert scheme.
Proof. It suffices to consider the situation locally in the analytic topology, with S =
C2 → C = B. Take co-ordinates (z, ξ) ∈ S with the map p being projection to z, and
consider C = {ξ = 0} ⊂ S. There is a C∗-action t · (z, ξ) = (z, tξ) which fixes C and
induces an action on the Hilbert scheme. The fixed point set of that action is computed
in [25, Proposition 7.5], and has a connected component which is isomorphic to Symk(C).
More precisely, for a k-tuple of distinct points {z1, . . . , zk} ⊂ C, the corresponding ideal
is given by
⋂
Izi with Izi = ((z − zi), (z − zi)ξ) ⊂ C[z, ξ], whilst for a point z0 of the
small diagonal of Symk(C) the ideal is
((z − z0)k, (z − z0)k−1ξ, . . . , (z − z0)ξk−1, ξk) ⊂ C[z, ξ],
cf. [25, Figure 7.3] (the case at hand is when k single box Young tableaux coalesce into one
with a single row of width k and height 1). The intersection of that subscheme with C[z]
is generated by the first element, hence the subscheme still has length k after projection
to B (informally, none of the points come together with a vertical tangency). 
The planar unlink ℘ ∪ ℘′ typically contains nested circles, and for “cylindrical” Floer
computations it is helpful to remove these.
Lemma 5.15. For any pair ℘, ℘′ of upper half-plane crossingless matchings, there are
matchings ℘[, ℘
′
[ (not in general contained in a half-plane) with the property that
(1) L℘ ' L℘[ and L℘′ ' L℘′[ are Hamiltonian isotopic;
(2) the planar unlink ℘[ ∪ ℘′[ contains no nested components.
Figure 11. After applying handle-slides, the planar unlink underlying
HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) has no nested components.
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Proof. One can remove nested circles by applying the move of Proposition 5.8, see Figure
11. In general, one argues inductively, sliding across innermost discs to decrease the level
of nesting. 
The unlink ℘[ ∪ ℘′[ contains no nested components, hence comprises a bunch of circles
bounding disjoint discs. Each component of ℘[ ∪ ℘′[ arises by pairing the plait matching
℘• with the mixed matching ℘◦ (from Figure 9), for some subset of the critical points; see
Figure 12. The upshot is that, from the point of view of computing Floer cohomology,
the pair L℘, L℘′ can be replaced by products of these basic matchings inside a product
of lower-dimensional Hilbert schemes of smaller Milnor fibres.
Figure 12. After handle-slides, the unlink computing HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is
made up of copies of the basic pieces as shown (for k = 2, 3).
Next, we shall compute a non-trivial Floer product between the Lagrangians L℘• and
L℘◦ . To this end, it is illustrative to first consider the case k = 3. The only non-trivial
graded components of HF ∗(L℘• , L℘◦) are those of degree 2 and 4, so we consider the
product
(5.18) HF 2(L℘• , L℘◦)⊗HF 2(L℘• , L℘•) −→ HF 4(L℘• , L℘◦).
We claim that this product is non-trivial; using the identification of HF 2(L℘• , L℘•) with
H2(S2 × S2 × S2), we shall prove more specifically that the product with the class
Poincare´ dual to {pt} × S2 × S2 is an isomorphism (we would reach the same result by
taking the codimension two cycle given by cyclically permuting the S2 factors). The
product counts holomorphic bigons with an additional boundary marked point whose
image lies in {pt}×S2×S2. Projecting to the symmetric product, consider the diagram
Σ → A5
↓
D2 → Symk(A5)
where Σ → D2 is a branched triple cover, and Σ is equipped with 3 × 3 = 9 marked
points which are the inverse images of the 3 marked points of D2. Such a Riemann
surface projects to a map to C with boundary conditions the matchings shown in Figure
13; it must necessarily be a disc, as all higher genus curves map with degree greater than
1 to C, and hence lift to curves which contribute to higher order operations in the Fukaya
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category of the Hilbert scheme. Note furthermore that, the composite Σ → A5 → C
being degree 1, the map Σ→ C defines a section over its image of the fibration A5 → C,
hence any such map D2 → Symk(A5) lifts to a map D2 → Y3 ⊂ Hilb[3](A5) as an
application of Lemma 5.14.
α β γ
a b
c
a
b
c
αβ
γ
point
Figure 13. A Holomorphic disc contributing to the module structure
Let B3 ⊂ R9 denote the submanifold of the moduli space of discs with 9 marked points
which is obtained by the above procedure (i.e. comprising domains which are branched
triple covers of a disc with 3 marked points). In the setting at hand, 6 marked points
map to intersection points between the factors of L℘• and L℘◦ , and one to a marked point
{pt} in one of the factors of L℘• . The remaining two marked points are unconstrained;
forgetting them, we obtain a map
(5.19) B3 → R7.
We shall presently see that this map has degree 1, and is indeed an isomorphism. Assum-
ing this, and that the curves arising from the moduli spaces on the two sides of (5.19)
contribute to the relevant A∞-products with the same signs (perhaps up to an overall
global sign), we conclude that the count of holomorphic curves which contribute to the
product in Equation (5.18) exactly corresponds to the count of curves which contribute
to the higher A∞ operation µ6 among the constituent Lagrangians in the A5 Milnor
fibre. The latter computation arose, for instance, in [40, Lemma 4.13], and the algebraic
count is ±1 (this essentially comes from the K-theory relation satisfied by a closed cycle
of matching spheres, compare to op. cit. Equations 4.8 and 4.9).
The previous discussion generalises in a straightforward way to other values of k:
Lemma 5.16. If ℘• and ℘◦ are the plait and mixed matchings on 2k points respectively,
the module maps
HF k−1(L℘• , L℘◦)⊗HF 2(L℘• , L℘•) −→ HF k+1(L℘• , L℘◦)(5.20)
HF 2(L℘◦ , L℘◦)⊗HF k−1(L℘• , L℘◦) −→ HF k+1(L℘• , L℘◦)(5.21)
are surjective.
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Proof. Let Bk ⊂ R3k denote the submanifold of the moduli space of discs with 3k bound-
ary marked points comprising domains obtained as a k-fold branched cover of a disc with
3 marked points. It remains to show that, by forgetting all but one of the inverse images
of one of the points in the disc downstairs, we obtain a map
(5.22) Bk → R2k+1
which has degree 1. We shall in fact prove that it is an isomorphism. Consider a
collection of 2k − 2 points 1 < w1 < z1 < · · · < wk−1 < zk−1 on the boundary of the
upper half-plane in C. The map
(5.23) z 7→ z ·
∏
i z − zi∏
i z − wi
defines a branched cover of the upper half-plane (together with ∞) over itself, which
takes the subset {0, z1, . . . , zk−1} to 0 and {w1, . . . , wk−1,∞} to ∞. Note that this map
has degree k, and that there is a unique scaling of the above map which also maps 1
to 1. Moreover, the condition that wi < zi < wi+1 implies that 1 has a unique inverse
image in each interval [zi, wi+1].
Since every element of R2k+1 can be uniquely represented as the upper half-plane equipped
with the marked points (0, 1, w1, z1, . . . , zk−1,∞), we conclude from the above that the
map Bk → R2k+1 is an isomorphism. The final claim is that the corresponding A∞-
products agree up to an overall sign, i.e. that the signs with which the curves in Bk
respectively R2k+1 contribute differ by at most a global sign, not depending on the par-
ticular solution. The reason is that signs in Floer theory depend on the map from the
boundary of a given holomorphic disc to the Lagrangian Grassmannian (after stably
trivialising the tangent bundle of the ambient manifold over the disc, a canonical choice
of such stabilisation being given by the spin structure), which yields a trivialisation of
the determinant line of the ∂-operator, together with choices of orientation on the moduli
space of domains, and certain Koszul-type sign conventions. The latter two choices do
not depend on the particular holomorphic disc, so may introduce at most a global sign.
Using product spin structures and hence product orientation lines (i.e. stable trivialisa-
tions) for product Lagrangians shows that the identification of moduli spaces induced by
(5.22) respects signs in the sense that the relative signs for different solutions agree. This
proves that the count of holomorphic triangles contributing to (5.20) is the same, up to
global sign, as the count of holomorphic discs contributing to µ2k+1 in A2k−1, yielding
the result. 
To generalise the above result to arbitrary matchings, we note that the Ku¨nneth formula
for Floer cohomology shows that
(5.24) HF k−c(℘,℘
′)(L℘, L℘′)
is of rank 1, and is the non-vanishing Floer group of minimal cohomological degree.
Since the module structure of HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) over the two self-Floer cohomology groups
is compatible with the tensor product decomposition into factors arising from Lemma
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5.15, we conclude that the map
(5.25) HF ∗(L℘′ , L℘′)⊗HF k−c(℘,℘′)(L℘, L℘′) −→ HF ∗(L℘, L℘′).
is surjective. Indeed, Lemma 5.12 implies that every element of HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) can be
expressed as a linear combination of tensor products of classes in the Floer cohomology
of the plait and mixed Lagrangians corresponding to the components of ℘∪℘′ (or rather
℘[ ∪ ℘′[). By Lemma 5.16 and the Ku¨nneth formula, any such class can be expressed as
the product of a class in HF ∗(L℘′ , L℘′) with the minimal degree generator.
We restate this more abstractly:
Corollary 5.17. The Floer cohomology HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is a cyclic module over each of
HF ∗(L℘, L℘) and HF ∗(L℘′ , L℘′), generated by any non-zero minimal degree element. 
We need a further computation of the Floer product involving three Lagrangians. Let
L,L′, L′′ be closed exact Lagrangian submanifolds of an exact symplectic manifold which
meet pairwise transversely. Suppose p ∈ L ∩ L′ ∩ L′′ is an isolated point of the triple
intersection, which defines a non-trivial Floer cocycle in each of the groups HF (L,L′),
HF (L′, L′′) and HF (L,L′′). There is a constant holomorphic triangle at p, which is
regular as a polygon with cyclically ordered boundary conditions (L,L′, L′′) for one of
the two cyclic orders, cf. the right hand side of Figure 14 (perturbing the three lines
creates a non-trivial triangle in C, which is holomorphic or antiholomorphic depending
on the cyclic order of the boundary Lagrangians).
Case 2: indexDu = 0
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Figure 14. Indices of constant holomorphic triangles
When regular, i.e. of index 0, the constant triangle contributes to the Floer product
(5.26) HF ∗(L′, L′′)⊗HF ∗(L,L′) −→ HF ∗(L,L′′)
Lemma 5.18. The constant triangle is the only contribution to the coefficient 〈µ2(p, p), p〉
of the Floer product (5.26).
Proof. By hypothesis, the constant triangle does contribute to this product. By exactness
of the Lagrangians, the area of any contributing polygon is controlled by the action
values of the intersection point p viewed as a Floer generator for the three groups.
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Figure 15. A constant holomorphic triangle
Therefore if a constant triangle contributes, only area zero and hence constant triangles
can contribute. 
Lemma 5.18 applies to a triple of matching spheres with a common end-point in the
A2k−1 Milnor fibre; in that case, the matchings should be ordered clockwise, locally
given by the thimbles for paths (iR≥0,R≥0, iR≤0) when the critical point lies at 0 ∈ C.
By taking products and appealing to the Ku¨nneth theorem, the same situation is relevant
for triples of crossingless matching Lagrangians in the Hilbert scheme.
Corollary 5.19. For any ℘, ℘′, the rank one subspace of HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) of largest co-
homological degree lies in the image of the product
(5.27) HF ∗(L℘• , L℘′)⊗HF ∗(L℘, L℘•) −→ HF ∗(L℘, L℘′).
Proof. Consider Figure 15, in which we have drawn L℘• dotted along the real axis, ℘ is
the upper half-plane matching and ℘′ the lower half-plane matching. If the critical points
of the Milnor fibre lie at {1, 2, . . . , 2k−1, 2k} ⊂ C, then the tuple {1, 3, . . . , 2k−1} defines
a point of the triple intersection L℘ ∩ L℘′ ∩ L℘• , which is transverse as an intersection
point of any pair of such a triple of Lagrangians, and has at each separate point 2j + 1
the required clockwise cyclic order for that point to be regular as a constant map to
the Milnor fibre. The discussion of Lemma 5.18 implies that the constant holomorphic
triangle at that intersection point yields a non-trivial contribution to the product (5.27),
in particular that product does not vanish identically (recall that the Floer differentials
vanish identically).
Recall from Corollary 5.17 that HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is a cyclic module over H∗(L℘′), generated
by an element α of minimal degree. Suppose the element v ·α lies in the image of (5.27),
for v ∈ H∗(L℘′). (In general, for degree reasons, it will not be true that the minimal
degree element α itself lies in the image of (5.27), so it may be that necessarily v has
strictly positive cohomological degree.) Thus
µ2(p′, p) = v · α for p = {1, 3, . . . , 2k − 1} = p′
the given intersection point viewed as a generator of the two tensor factors of the domain
of (5.27), so p ∈ HF ∗(L℘, L℘•) and p′ ∈ HF ∗(L℘• , L℘′). Cyclicity implies there is an
element w ∈ H∗(L℘′) with the property that (w · v) · α lies in the rank one subspace of
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largest cohomological degree in HF ∗(L℘, L℘′). Compatibility of the Floer product and
the module structure implies that µ2(w ·p′, p) = w ·µ2(p′, p), which implies the result. 
Corollary 5.19 is the key result we will later use to control weights of nc-vector fields. It
is worth remarking that it does not hold for arbitrary triples of crossingless matchings.
For instance, there are triples of matchings in Y5 indexing triples of components which
pairwise have Floer cohomology of rank 2, living in degrees 4, 6. In that and similar
cases, the Floer product cannot hit the top generator just for grading reasons.
6. Formality via Hilbert schemes of Milnor fibres
This section constructs a nc-vector field on the space Yk, by counting discs in the partial
compactification Hilb[k](A¯2k−1) according to the general scheme of Section 3, and infers
formality of the symplectic arc algebra. The nc-vector field on Yk is essentially inherited
from the nc-vector field on A2k−1 constructed in Section 4.
6.1. Dictionary. As at the start of Section 4, we give a brief dictionary relating objects
appearing in the rest of this section with their forebears in Section 3. Let Z denote
the projective surface A¯2k−1 which played the role of M¯ in Section 4, i.e. the blow-
up of P1 × P1 at 2k points. Recall that Z contains divisors defined by sections s0, s∞
of its Lefschetz fibration structure over P1, and a fibre F∞ at infinity. Comparing to
Hypotheses 3.1, 3.5, 3.8 and 3.9, one now has:
• In Hypothesis 3.1, the projective variety is now M¯ = Hilb[k](Z).
• D0 is the divisor of subschemes whose support meets s0 ∪ s∞ in Z. D∞ is the
divisor of subschemes whose support meets F∞. Finally, Dr ⊂ M¯ is the relative
Hilbert scheme of the projection Z → P1. Lemma 5.6 implies that M = Yk and
M¯ = M¯\D∞ = Hilb[k](A¯2k−1).
• The fact that D = D0 ∪D∞ ∪Dr supports an ample divisor with positive coef-
ficients follows from Lemma 5.5, recalling Lemma 5.4.
• The natural map Hilb[k](Z) → Symk(Z) is crepant, and Chern zero spheres lie
in its fibres, which underlies Lemma 3.2.
• In Hypothesis 3.5 we define Br to be the locus of all points in M¯ which lie on
some stable Chern one sphere which meets Dr. That this is codimension two
and then yields the conclusion of Hypothesis 3.5 is proved in Lemma 6.4 below.
• The two parts of Hypothesis 3.8, on vanishing of the Gromov-Witten invariant,
are Lemma 6.7 and Corollary 6.8. Hypothesis 3.9 is discussed at the end of
Section 6.2; the key input is Lemma 6.5.
6.2. Establishing the hypotheses. We begin by establishing the remaining parts of
Hypothesis 3.1.
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Lemma 6.1. Every irreducible component of the divisor D0 ∩ M¯ moves in its linear
system, and the base locus Bs|D0| = ∅.
Proof. That D0 moves follows from the fact that both components s0, s∞ ⊂ A¯2k−1 ⊂ Z
have holomorphically trivial normal bundle and themselves move on A¯2k−1. Taking
deformations of the si with appropriately chosen support shows that there are divisors
linearly equivalent to D0∩ M¯ disjoint from any given zero-dimensional subscheme of M¯ ,
hence the base locus is trivial. 
Lemma 6.2. D∞ is nef.
Proof. The divisor F∞ ⊂ Z is nef, hence lies on the boundary of the ample cone. Any
ample line bundle L → Z on a projective surface induces an ample line bundle on
Symk(Z) (descended from the exterior direct product L · · · L→ Zk), and hence by
pullback under the Hilbert-Chow morphism a nef line bundle L[k] on Hilb[k](Z). Running
this construction for a sequence of ample bundles converging to F∞ on Z, one sees that
the line bundle O(F∞)[k] → Hilb[k](Z) canonically associated to F∞ ⊂ Z is in the closure
of the nef cone of the Hilbert scheme, hence is nef. 
Lemma 6.3. There is a holomorphic volume form on Hilb[k](Z) with poles contained in
D0 ∪D∞ and simple poles on D0.
Sketch. This is a variant on Fogarty’s theorem [10] that the Hilbert scheme of a holo-
morphic symplectic surface is holomorphic symplectic. The holomorphic volume form η
on Z induces a product form on Zk and hence an algebraic volume form on Symk(Z)
which lifts to a smooth form on the Hilbert scheme. The resolution is crepant, so the
only zeroes and poles are those on the symmetric product. 
At this point, we have verified all parts of Hypothesis 3.1.
En route to computing the Gromov-Witten invariant counting Chern one spheres, our
next task is to consider Hypothesis 3.5. The Hilbert scheme contains stable Chern one
spheres which contain multiply covered Chern zero components, at which one cannot
achieve transversality without virtual perturbations. As in Section 3, we avoid these
issues by seeing that the relevant curves evaluate into a sufficiently high codimension
subset of the total space.
Recall that Yk = Hilb
[k](A¯2k−1) is the Hilbert scheme of the quasi-projective surface
A¯2k−1 → C. We define the locus Br ⊂ Yk to be the points of Yk which lie on the image
of a stable Chern one sphere u for which image(u) meets the relative Hilbert scheme Dr.
There is a natural map
(6.1) Hilb[k](A¯2k−1)→ Symk(A¯2k−1)→ Symk(C) = Ck
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where the final arrow is induced from the Lefschetz fibration pi : A¯2k−1 → C. Chern
zero curves in Yk must project to constants under (6.1). Indeed, since non-constant
rational curves in Symk(A¯2k−1) have strictly positive Chern number, the only Chern
zero curves in Yk lie inside the exceptional locus of the Hilbert-Chow morphism. Such
curves necessarily meet the relative Hilbert scheme, so it is certainly true that the locus
ev−11 (Yk\Br) ⊂ M1(Yk|1)
of Chern one stable maps with one marked point which evaluate into the complement of
Br can be made regular by generic perturbation away from Dr.
Lemma 6.4. Br ⊂ Yk has complex codimension two, and maps under (6.1) into the big
diagonal in Symk(C).
Proof. Any stable rational curve u (which is in particular a connected tree of rational
curves) maps under (6.1) to a point, by the maximum principle in the base. The relative
Hilbert scheme Dr maps into the big diagonal of Sym
k(A¯2k−1), so the locus Br lies
in the preimage of the big diagonal. Since the map from the Hilbert scheme to the
symmetric product is crepant, the image of u in Symk(A¯2k−1) must have Chern one.
Rational curves in the symmetric product arise from surfaces in A¯2k−1 by the tautological
correspondence of (5.17). The only Chern number one connected closed curves in A¯2k−1
are the spheres which form components of critical fibres of the projection pi. It follows
that Br is contained in the codimension two subset which is the preimage in the Hilbert
scheme of the locus in the symmetric product of tuples which both lie over the big
diagonal of Ck and lie in the divisor defined by having support meeting the critical
values of pi. 
Lemma 6.4 and the paragraph preceding its statement together verify Hypothesis 3.5.
Lemma 6.5. In fibred position, the submanifolds L℘ are disjoint from Br. Moreover, for
an almost complex structure making (6.1) holomorphic and product-like away from the
big diagonal, these Lagrangians bound no non-constant holomorphic discs of vanishing
Maslov index.
Proof. By definition, in fibred position L℘ maps down via the map pi
k : Hilb[k](A¯2k−1)→
Ck of (6.1) to a product of arcs in Ck, defining a totally real cube disjoint from the big
diagonal. The first statement then follows from Lemma 6.4.
Recall from Section 4.2 that the divisor s0 ∪ s∞ ⊂ A¯2k−1 has components D± which are
sections of A¯2k−1 → C. Since L℘ lies far from the diagonal in the Hilbert scheme, by
Lemma 5.5 we can assume that the symplectic form is product like near L℘. Working with
complex structures which make the projection pik holomorphic, the maximum principle
implies that any holomorphic disc with boundary in L℘ lies in a fibre of pi
k. Such a
disc arises from a tuple of discs in A¯2k−1 which lie in fibres of the projection pi. The
only non-constant such discs have positive transverse intersections with the sections
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D± ⊂ A¯2k−1 at infinity, along which the holomorphic volume form has a simple pole.
Hence no non-constant disc has Maslov index zero. 
Lemma 6.6. In fibred position, and for an almost complex structure as in Lemma 6.5,
the only Maslov index two discs with boundary in L℘ are products of Maslov index two
discs in the Milnor fibre with constant discs.
Proof. Take a crossingless matching ℘. We want to understand Maslov 2 discs in Y¯k with
boundary on L℘ = (S
2)k ⊂ Hilb[k](A¯2k−1). As in the proof of Lemma 6.5, working with
an almost complex structure making pik holomorphic, we see that all discs lie in fibres of
pik. Since pik(L℘) is disjoint from the diagonal in Ck, and the diagonal in the symmetric
product of A¯2k−1 maps via (6.1) to the diagonal in Ck, we conclude that all discs with
boundary on L℘ are disjoint from the diagonal in the Hilbert scheme.
Over each interior point of the image cube pik(L℘), L℘ comprises a product of equators
in the fibre P1 × · · · × P1 of pik. Assuming the almost complex structure is product-like
away from the diagonal, Maslov index two discs are non-constant in at most one factor.
We accordingly get a toric picture of every regular fibre, with 2k Maslov 2 discs with
boundary through a given generic point of L℘. All discs therefore come from discs in the
k-fold product A¯k2k−1. 
The first statement in Lemma 6.5 is exactly the first part of Hypothesis 3.9. Since discs
with vanishing intersection number with D0 also have vanishing Maslov index, the second
statement in Lemma 6.5 establishes the 3rd part of Hypothesis 3.9.
Recall that the second part of Hypothesis 3.9 asserts the transversality of certain fibre
products R1(0,1)(L℘), R
1
1(Yk; (1, 0)|L℘) ×Yk B0 and M1(Yk|1) ×Yk L℘ under evaluation of
spaces of Maslov index two discs with boundary on L℘, in the first two cases, or of
Chern one spheres in Yk, in the last case, with appropriate cycles in Yk. The explicit
description of the Maslov index 2 discs with boundary on L℘ obtained in Lemma 6.6
shows that R1(0,1)(L℘) is transverse. By definition, discs in R
1
1(Yk; (1, 0)|L℘) also have
Maslov index 2, and have vanishing intersection number with Dr so can contain no
Chern zero components. For a push-off D′0 of D0 coming from a push-off s′0 ∪ s′∞ of
s0 ∪ s∞ ⊂ A¯2k−1, the fibre product R11(Yk; (1, 0)|L℘) ×Yk B0 is also transverse, simply
because it is empty: all Maslov index two discs lie in a subset where the divisors D0 and
D′0 are disjoint, and B0 is empty.
Finally, we have established Hypothesis 3.5 in our setting, so L℘ is disjoint from Br and
M1(Yk|1) is regular and of the correct dimension along ev−11 (L℘). No stable Chern one
spheres in this locus can contain (any, in particular any multiply covered) Chern zero
components. The irreducible Chern one spheres meeting L℘ are again obtained from
curves visible in the partially compactified Milnor fibre A¯2k−1, which yields transversality
of M1(Yk|1)×Yk L℘. This completes the verification of Hypothesis 3.9.
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Lemma 6.7. The intersection B0 = D0∩D′0 is homologous (in the Borel-Moore homology
of D0) to a locally finite cycle supported on D
sing
0 ∪ (D0 ∩Dr).
Proof. We have a divisor s0 ∪ s∞ ⊂ A¯2k−1, and its push-off s′0 ∪ s′∞. We consider a
one-parameter family of divisors st0 ∪ st∞ which at t = 0 agree with s0 ∪ s∞ and at t = 1
with s′0 ∪ s′∞. One obtains divisors (D′0)t of Hilb[k](Z) by considering subschemes which
meet (s0)
t ∪ (s∞)t ⊂ Z, for t ∈ (0, 1]. Consider a sequence of points ξn in D0 ∩ (D′0)tn ,
for a sequence of values tn → 0. The subschemes ξn limit to a subscheme which meets
s0 ∪ s∞ with multiplicity two, and hence either lies in the singular locus of D0, or which
lies in the relative Hilbert scheme.
We now consider the chain in D0 defined by the intersection of D0 with the closure of the
set of subschemes in Z which meet both D0 and (D
′
0)
t for some t ∈ (0, 1]. At t = 1 this
chain has boundary B0 = D0 ∩D′0, whilst the previous paragraph implies that all other
boundary components are contained in Dsing0 ∪ (D0∩Dr). This completes the proof. 
Lemma 6.7 establishes the second part of Hypothesis 3.8. The first part, which is the
vanishing of the Gromov-Witten invariant GW1, is established in the next section.
6.3. Computing the Gromov-Witten invariant, II. We know that A¯2k−1 contains
spheres of Chern number 1, which are components Cj of the singular fibres of A¯2k−1 → C.
It follows that Hilb[k](A¯2k−1) also contains Chern 1 spheres, by taking the image in the
Hilbert scheme of
(6.2) Cj × {q2} × · · · × {qk−1} ⊂ A¯k2k−1,
where the {qj} ⊂ A¯2k−1\Cj are distinct points, meaning the cycle of (6.2) lies away from
the diagonals. We will refer to such Chern 1 spheres as being of product type.
Lemma 6.8. GW1|Yk = 0 ∈ H2(Yk).
Proof. Recall the description of the second cohomology of Hilb[k](A2k−1) given in Lemma
5.3. Pick a collection W of k−1 distinct points in A2k−1 disjoint from a neighbourhood U
of its compact core of real matching spheres, and lying in different fibres of the Lefschetz
fibration A2k−1 → C. One obtains an embedding U → Hilb[k](A2k−1), taking a point
z to the subscheme z qW , which has image inside Yk and for which inclusion U → Yk
induces an isomorphism on H2. This gives an identification H2(Yk) ∼= H2(A2k−1), from
which one sees that the natural restriction map
H2(Yk) −→ ⊕℘H2(L℘)
(where we sum over upper half-plane matchings) is injective. Alternatively, this fol-
lows from the description of H∗(Yk) obtained in [17]. It therefore suffices to show that
GW1|L℘ = 0 ∈ H2(L℘) for a Lagrangian fibred over a matching ℘. Any such Lagrangian
is far from the diagonal and the relative Hilbert scheme, and meets only product Chern
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one spheres. The result now follows from the corresponding vanishing theorem on the
Milnor fibre. 
All of Yk, Y¯k and Hilb
[k](A¯2k−1) have trivial first cohomology. Therefore, choices of
nullhomology of GW1 = 0 ∈ H2(Yk) are essentially unique.
Lemma 6.8 establishes the first part of Hypothesis 3.8. At this point, we have established
all of the hypotheses from Section 3. By Proposition 3.20, a choice of bounding cochain
for GW1 now defines an nc-vector field on the category F(Yk) whose objects are the
Lagrangian submanifolds L℘, which we consider as lying in fibred position.
6.4. Purity for product Lagrangians. Fix a bounding cochain gw1 ∈ C1(Yk) with
(6.3) ∂(gw1) = [ev1(M1(M¯ |1))]
which exists since the cohomology class [ev1(M1(M¯ |1))] = GW1 = 0 ∈ H2(Yk) from
Section 6.3. Since GW1 = 0 ∈ H2(Yk) and the Lagrangians L℘ are simply-connected,
they admit equivariant structures.
Lemma 6.9. L℘ is pure, so weight is proportional to grading on HF
∗(L℘, L℘).
Proof. Recall that weights on self-Floer-cohomology are independent of the choice of
equivariant structure and of almost complex structure. For definiteness, if we work
with a Morse model for F(Yk) and equip the L℘ with perfect Morse functions, then
CF 1(L℘, L℘) = 0 and hence the equivariant structure cL℘ can be chosen to vanish
identically for every ℘.
We work in the setting of Lemma 6.6, so all discs which are counted by the nc-vector
field are products, and are non-constant in at most one factor. The signs of the non-
constant discs are then governed by the results from Section 4.4 and Lemma 4.6. Since
the construction is equivariant with respect to the symmetric group action, the choices
of orientations on the divisor s0∪s∞ in each factor A¯2k−1 of A¯k2k−1 which lead to positive
signs for the product nc-vector field, as in Lemma 4.10, descend to a choice of orientation
on D0 ⊂ Hilb[k](A¯2k−1) so that the equivariant structure on HF 2(L℘, L℘) is given by
multiplication by +2. The result follows. 
For each upper half-plane matching, we now choose the gradings as in Proposition 5.12
so HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is symmetrically graded in the sense that the groups HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) and
HF ∗(L℘′ , L℘) live in the same range of degrees k − c(℘, ℘′) ≤ ∗ ≤ k + c(℘, ℘′). Recall
the plait matching ℘• from Figure 9.
Lemma 6.10. Fix the equivariant structure cL℘• = 0. There is a unique choice of equi-
variant structure cL℘ on L℘ for each other upper half-plane matching ℘ so that the
endomorphism b1 defined by the nc-vector field agrees with the Euler vector field on the
groups HF ∗(L℘, L℘•) and HF ∗(L℘• , L℘).
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Proof. Let k−m℘ denote the minimal degree of an element of HF ∗(L℘, L℘•). There is a
unique equivariant structure on cL℘ so that the weight on HF
k−m℘(L℘, L℘•) is k −m℘.
We shall show that this choice satisfies the remainder of the desired properties.
First, cyclicity of HF ∗(L℘, L℘•) as a module over HF ∗(L℘• , L℘•), Corollary 5.17, to-
gether with additivity of weights (as well as cohomological degrees) under multiplica-
tion, Equation (2.33), implies that the nc-vector field agrees with the Euler vector field
on HF ∗(L℘, L℘•). In particular, the class of largest cohomological degree k + m℘ for
HF ∗(L℘, L℘•) has weight k +m℘.
Next, Poincare´ duality implies that the top class η℘ ∈ H2k(L℘) lies in the image of
multiplication
(6.4) HF k−m℘(L℘• , L℘)⊗HF k+m℘(L℘, L℘•)→ HF 2k(L℘, L℘) = H2k(L℘).
The weight of η℘ is fixed by Lemma 6.9, so the weight on HF
k−m℘(L℘• , L℘) must be
k −m℘. Again using the cyclicity of the module HF ∗(L℘• , L℘) over HF ∗(L℘, L℘), we
conclude the desired result. 
Proposition 6.11. For the equivariant structures given by Lemma 6.10, the endomor-
phism b1 defined by the nc-vector field agrees with the Euler vector field on the group
HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) for any pair ℘ and ℘′ of crossingless matchings.
Proof. Consider the product
(6.5) HF ∗(L℘• , L℘′)⊗HF ∗(L℘, L℘•) −→ HF ∗(L℘, L℘′).
Weight is equal to grading for both groups in the domain of the multiplication, and
the subspace of largest cohomological degree is in the image, by Corollary 5.19. The
eigenvalue of b1 on this subspace is equal to its grading by Lemma 2.12 and Equation
(2.33).
Next, we again appeal to Corollary 5.17, namely that HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) is a cyclic module
over H∗(L℘), generated by any minimal degree element α. We may therefore write an
element of largest cohomological degree in HF ∗(L℘, L℘′) as α ·v, for v ∈ H∗(L℘). Purity
of H∗(L℘) was established in Lemma 6.9, and hence the weight grading of v agrees
with its cohomological degree. The additivity of weights, Lemma 2.12 and (2.33), now
fixes the weight of the minimal degree generator α to agree with its grading, since the
weights of v and α · v are known to have this property. Finally, cyclicity of the module
structure shows that weight co-incides with grading for the whole of HF ∗(L℘, L℘′). This
establishes the desired purity, and concludes the argument. 
Corollary 6.12. If the characteristic of k is zero, the symplectic arc algebra admits a
pure structure, hence is formal as an A∞-algebra.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.1 from the Introduction. The bigrading on the
symplectic arc algebra arising from the weight decomposition is not interesting, precisely
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because of purity. However, for general elements β ∈ Br2k of the braid group, the weight
grading on HF ∗(L℘, β(L℘)) afforded by the eigenspace decomposition for the linear part
of the nc-vector field b1 does not a priori reduce to information held by the cohomological
grading. This is obviously relevant to the relation between Khovanov and symplectic
Khovanov cohomologies.
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